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Abstract

Spectroscopic imaging of 3 1p metabolites and ATP in particular with multiple spin
echoes is useful for reducing data acquisition times. The usual T2 decay processes which
degrade multi-echo spectroscopic imaging methods, however, are further compounded by J-
coupling modulations in the case of ATP. We determine how these modulations affect
multi-echo spectroscopic imaging k-space data and produce systematic spatial
misregistrations of the ATP resonances. The specific AMX J-coupling modulations of ATP
are determined in order to identify echo spacing effects in multi-echo spectroscopic imaging
of ATP and to determine appropriate post-processing correction schemes to address the
spatial misregistration problem. An in vivo demonstration of the technique which offers a
three-fold reduction in scan time compared to conventional SI methods is provided and
compared with the conventional SI approach.

Phosphocreatine (PCr) plays an important role in energy metabolism. PCr level
partially reflects the energy state of tissue. In the transition from rest to work ATP
turnover rate in skeletal muscle may increase as much as several orders of magnitude.
Muscle ATP concentrations do not change while PCr declines. When ATP concentration is
closely regulated, the net effect of metabolism is the breaking down of PCr to Pi and
Creatine(Cr). AT2 value of about 400 ms for PCr makes multi-echo imaging or Rapid
Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE) techniques useful in shortening PCr
imaging time. We acquired PCr imagies by collecting thirty-two Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill
(CPMG) echoes following each excitation and selectively suppressing inorganic phosphate
(Pi) signal. Each CPMG echo was recorded with a distinct phase encoding step . This
technique was applied to monitor energy metabolism (i.e. PCr depletion after muscle
contraction), and ATP resynthesis (i.e. PCr recovery during muscle recovery). Images were
recorded with 2 cc spatial resolution and 5 min and 30 sec scan time.

In summary, in this study, we demonstrate, for the first time, the feasibility of multi-

echo spectroscopic imaging(SI) of 3 1P metabolites especially ATP for in vivo studies, which
reduces scan time by a factor of three compared to conventional technique, and multi-echo
PCr imaging, which reduces scan time by a factor of thirty-two, providing a better spatial and
temporal resolution for the study of energy metabolism.

Thesis Advisor: Robert V. Mulkern
Assistant Professor of Radiology
Children's Hospital
Harvard Medical School



Part I

Multi-echo 31P spectroscopic imaging of ATP:

A Scan time reduction strategy

The goal of this part of research is to shorten the spectroscopic imaging (SI) time of

the 31p containing metabolite ATP, and to evaluate and demonstrate the feasibility

of multi-echo spectroscopic imaging of 31p containing metabolites in vivo which

offers a three-fold reduction in scan time compared to conventional SI methods.



Introduction:

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) plays a central role in the energy metabolism

of living cells. Clinical applications of 31p Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

studies of ATP and other phosphorous containing metabolites, however, are

hampered by low sensitivity. This makes acquisition times for spectroscopic

imaging of 31p containing metabolites rather long and subsequently difficult to apply

clinically.

Multi-echo spectroscopic imaging has previously been proposed and

demonstrated as a means to reduce scan times for proton spectroscopic imaging (SI)

studies (Mulkern et al, 1991, Oshio et al, 1992, Duyn et al, 1993, 1995). With this

approach, several spin echoes are collected following each excitation and each echo

is used for a distinct spatial phase encoding step, as in the Rapid Acquisition with

Relaxation Enhancement (RARE) fast imaging technique (Hennig et al, 1986,

mulkern et al, 1990, 1991). Given the same repetition time TR and number of phase

encoding steps, scan time reductions over conventional spectroscopic imaging by

factors equal to the number of echoes collected per excitation are attained with the

multi-echo approach. Disadvantages include reduced spectral resolution due to

short signal readouts and T2 related attenuation of k-space lines. The T2

attenuation of k-space lines leads to a general degradation of the spatial mapping

along the dimension encoded with multiple echoes (Mulkern et al, 1990, 1991, Oshio

et al 1992, Duyn et al, 1993, 1995, Hennig et al, 1986). Given these limitations, long

T2 values and well-separated spectral components provide the best combination for

application of multi-echo spectroscopic imaging methods.

Early reports suggested that in vivo T2 values for the 31P ATP resonances

were in the 8 to 40 ms range (Turner et al 1984, Thomsen et al, 1989, Albrand et al,



1986, Merboldt et al, 1990). Such short T2 values would render multi-echo

approaches to spectroscopic imaging of ATP impractical. There have been however,

several more recent studies in which the critical importance of J-coupling among

the ATP resonances to spin echo amplitudes has been carefully taken into account

(Straubinger et al, 1994, Jung et al, 1992, 1993). These studies suggest that the actual

T2 values of 3 1P ATP resonances in vivo are in the 60 to 100 ms range. Since at 4.7

T, the major spectral peaks of in vivo 3 1P spectra can be resolved using spectral

readouts as short as 17 ms (vide infra), the longer T2 values recently reported

suggest the feasibility of collecting several spectroscopic echoes within the 100 ms

time frame provided by the T2 relaxation in order to reduce 3 1p spectroscopic

imaging scan times.

Towards this end, a theoretical analysis of AMX spin echo modulations was

performed and used in conjunction with 7 T spectroscopic results of ATP solutions

to determine the echo time dependence of signal from each of the three ATP peaks.

One-dimensional (1D) Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) and RARE multi-echo

spectroscopic imaging sequences were implemented at 4.7 T to test the feasibility of

mapping ATP signals with multi-echo methods. Both the CPMG and RARE data

sets of the ATP phantom were completely consistent with the 7 T spectroscopic

results and the theoretical analyses. The J-coupling modulations of the different k-

space lines in RARE mode acquisitions led to well-defined spatial misregistration of

the distinct ATP peaks. The misregistration problem is shown to be amenable to

correction with post-processing techniques based on an understanding of the J-

coupling modulations among the ATP nuclei. Finally, a RARE mode acquisition in

a live mouse was performed to demonstrate the feasibility of mapping ATP signals

in vivo with a three-fold reduction in scan time compared to conventional SI

methods. Spectral and spatial quality differences between the RARE mode

acquisition and a conventional 1D 3 1p SI of the live mouse are discussed.



Chapter 1.

Background

In this chapter previous studies relative to multi-echo spectroscopic imaging

of ATP are reviewed briefly.

One of the advantage of magnetic resonance imaging over other clinical

imaging modalities is the potential to provide specific chemical information in

vivo. Spectroscopic imaging which provides spectral resolution and some degree of

spatial localization and spatial or anatomic resolution can enhance our

understanding of the biological and patho-physiological function (Rosen et al, 1988,

Bruhn et al, 1989, Frahm 1989).

1.1 Chemical shift imaging

Conventional spectroscopic imaging (described in detail in the next chapter)

as presented by Brown et al. in 1982 involves exciting the spin system, phase

encoding the resulting transverse magnetization with phase encoding gradients,

and signal acquisition (readout) in the absence of applied field gradients. Phase

encoding gradients encode the magnetizations according to their spatial position.

Readouts are performed in the absent of field gradients so that Fourier Transform

along this direction yields the spectral information.

Usually the low concentration of metabolite nuclei and low NMR sensitivity

in the case of 31p reduce the overall sensitivity of conventional SI techniques ( Mora

et al, 1991, Tsuji et al, 1996 ). Multiple averages are required to achieve a reasonable

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), making high quality metabolite mapping a lengthy

procedure, hampering clinical applications.



1.2 Multi-echo spectroscopic imaging

A multi-echo sequence was realized by Mulkern et al. in 1991 for reducing

spectroscopic imaging times. In this approach several spin echoes with different

phase encoding steps, representing different k space lines, were collected following

each excitation. Given the same repetition time TR and number of phase encoding

steps, scan time reductions over conventional spectroscopic imaging by factors equal

to the number of echoes collected per excitation are attained with this approach

(Mulkern et al, 1990, Oshio et al, 1992, Duyn et al, 1993, 1995). Here we refer to this

approach as RARE mode due to its similarity to commonly known Rapid

Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement(RARE) fast imaging technique(Hennig

et al, 1986, Mulkern et al, 1990, 1991, Melki et al, 1992). The shortening of scan time

using RARE mode approaches depends on the T2 value of the components and the

spectral resolution required to resolve different resonances or equivalently, the

duration of the readout period.

1.3 The application of NMR to ATP

The 31p NMR in vivo contains unique information about the energy state of

tissue(Bottomley et al., 1988, Buchli et al. 1994, Tsuji et al. 1996). Adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) provides a fuel for the energy metabolism of living cell.

Resonances from ATP, PCr and Pi all contribute to in vivo 31p spectra. Because of

low NMR sensitivity to 31p compared to proton and low concentration of the

metabolites, conventional SI methods applied in 1D spatial encoding formats often

require long scan times (Tsuji et al, 1996) which limited the clinical applications of

31p nuclear NMR studies of ATP and other phosphorous containing metabolites.

Although Multi-echo spectroscopic imaging has previously been proposed

and demonstrated as a means to reduce scan times for proton SI studies, the



application to 31P has been neglected and most spectroscopic imagings of 31p

metabolites have been performed with conventional SI approaches (Nelson et al,

1991, Tsuji et al, 1996 ). The lack of attention paid to multi-echo methods for 31p SI

to date may be due to a long-standing misconception that T2 values of ATP

resonances are short, in the 8 to 40 ms range (Turner et al, 1984, Thomsen et al, 1989,

Albrand et al., 1989, Merboldt et al, 1990). If this were the case, multi-echo SI

methods would be of little value for mapping some of most informative 31p

resonances, the three ATP resonances. Several recent reports provide more accurate

assessments of in vivo ATP T2 values by properly taking into account J-coupling

effects among the ATP nuclei (Straubinger et al, 1994, Jung et al, 1992, 1993). These

reports find ATP T2 values in vivo in the 65 to 100 ms range. This important

finding led us to consider multi-echo approaches for 31p studies, particularly at high

field where short echo readouts suffice to resolve the individual peaks of in vivo

31P.

1.4 Homonuclear spin coupled system

ATP, which contains more than one phosphorus nucleus, is a homonuclear

coupled spin system. Because at 4.7T the J-coupling constant, which is independent

of field strength is much smaller than the chemical shift, the nuclear coupling is

represented by a weakly coupled AMX system. Although the modulation of spin-

echo signal due to the existence of homonuclear spin coupling is a well known

phenomenon (Hahn et al, 1952) and its phase modulation of the Fourier

transformed signals has been used to achieve selective editing of spin-coupling

multiplets, consideration of artifacts induced by this modulation on the multi-echo

spectroscopic image has not been fully exploded.

In Duyn et al's RARE mode spectroscopic imaging of lactate, an AX3 spin

coupling system, a simple approach was used to avoid the spin coupling



modulation of the echo, where echo time was chosen to be integer numbers of 1/J to

avoid the spin-coupling modulation (Duyn et al, 1993, 1995). Because lactate has

relatively long T2 value, multiple echoes were able to be acquired following each

excitation (Duyn et al., 1993, 1995)

Because three ATP resonances are spin-spin coupled with relatively short T2s,

the application of multi-echo to these resonance more complicated. The usual T2

decay processes which degrade multi-echo spectroscopic imaging methods are

further compounded by J-coupling modulations in the case of ATP.

1.5 Density matrix analysis of coupled system

In the NMR experiments, successive RF pulses applied prior to signal

acquisition give rise to complex spectral modulations for a coupled spin systems.

Interpulse timing delays, RF flip angles and phases all affect these modulations.

Fully understanding these effects is important for optimizing a specific study.

Density matrix theory is a powerful, elegant and relatively simple formalism for

describing in detail the time evolution of spin system (Farr 1990, Mulkern 1994).

Starting from the Hamiltonian of a coupled system, the density matrix is calculated

and magnetizations from a bulk of spins which have experienced successive RF

pulses can be derived.

This study was designed to study the feasibility of multi-echo approaches for

shortening the spectroscopic imaging of 31P containing metabolites, and to

understand the J-coupling modulation effects multi-echo spectroscopic images. An

analytical analysis of J-coupling modulation is conducted for AMX coupled spin

systems and generalized numerical calculations are presented for any type of

coupled systems. J-coupling effects on multi-echo spectroscopic imaging of ATP

were fully explored with phantom studies as well as with computer simulations.



An in vivo demonstration of the multi-echo approach for 31p spectroscopic imaging

is provided to show the feasibility of this technique.



Chapter 2

Theory

This chapter reviews the basic principles of NMR theory, NMR spectroscopic

imaging, multi-echo spectroscopic imaging given by Slichter (1989), Abragam (1981)

and Becker (1980) with emphasis on aspects more relevant to my research. Density

matrix theory using numerical and analytical methods to study spin coupled

systems relevant to our study are discussed.

2.1 Basic NMR principles

In magnetic resonance we observe a signal produced by the magnetic

moments of the nuclei. This signal is an electric current induced in a receiver coil

by precessing magnetic moments (Figure 2.1).

2.1.1 Magnetic moments and magnetization

Many atomic nuclei in their ground state have a non-zero spin angular

momentum Ih (integer or half integer of Plank's constant) and associated dipolar

magnetic moment as:

p = yt h. (2.1)

Where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei, which is measured in units of

radians * sec-'. gauss . The collective macroscopic magnetic moments are denoted as

magnetization M.



=B o +G(t)

x

Mxy
receiver coil

co(t)= yBZ = yBo + G(t)*

Figure 2.1 In NMR an electric signal is induced in a receiver coil by the

magnetization. This magnetization is flipped by a 900 pulse to the transverse or xy

plane. The magnetization will precess in that plane with a frequency proportional

to the local magnetic field strength.



Consider an isolated spin system: the application of a magnetic field to the

nucleus will produce an interaction energy between nucleus and field and can be

described by the Hamiltonian operator 9W':

H = -/ 0 ho (2.2)

It can be shown that the solution of this Hamiltonian gives energy level in which

Em = -ZmBo  (2.3)

The quantum number m may assume the values

-I, -I+1, ...., I-1, I.

For spin of I=1/2, there are two energy levels. The energy separation between

the states is linearly dependent on the magnetic field. In the presence of an applied

external electromagnetic radio-frequency field B1, the interaction between the spin

system and applied radio-frequency field can be expressed as:

5h' = 2//xH1 cos ot (2.4)

Where co= yBo, is called the Larmor frequency. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance arises

when the RF field is applied at the Larmor frequency and causes the transition of

magnetic moments between energy levels from their lower to higher energy state .

Transitions are induced by the absorption of energy from the applied

electromagnetic field. The signals we observed are radiations of energy when the

nuclei return to the original lower energy state or thermal equilibrium state.



In practice, the magnetic moment from a single nucleus is far too small to

induce detectable current in a coil; signals are actually from an ensemble of identical

nuclei. The macroscopic magnetization M is the vector sum of the individual

magnetic moments which are oriented along the main magnetic field Bo direction

or longitudinal direction (z direction) in the presence of magnetic field Bo and has a

value Mo. The imposed RF field B1 at the Larmor frequency can be treated as acting

on M, rather than on single magnetic moment. The RF field flips Mo away from the

z axis into transverse or xy plane. Mxy is generated and precesses in the plane

perpendicular to the main magnetic field. An electrical signal is then generated by

Mxy with intensity proportional to the magnitude of Mxy.

Our studies are based on the detection of 31P nuclear signals in biological

systems.

2.1.2 Spin-Spin relaxation (T2) phenomena

Imposing a 900 RF B1 field at the Larmor frequency results in the flip of M into

transverse direction as Mxy. The existence of Mxy component implies some phase

coherence in the xy plane. As nuclei exchange energy with each other, they

gradually dephase and lose their phase coherence, and decay back to their

equilibrium value of zero(spin-spin relaxation). At the same time the nuclei lose

energy to their surroundings (spin-lattice relaxation), and Mz relaxes back to its

original value of Mo.

Spin-spin relaxation, also called transverse relaxation, is a process in which

the magnetization in the transverse or xy plane decays with characteristic relaxation

time T2. T2 is the time constant for the decay of the precessing xy component of

magnetization following a disturbance such as an application of RF pulse. The

magnetization can be described as:



MX,(t) = MX(O)e T2 (2.8)

Therefore, given an echo time TE, the electrical signal detected is not only

proportional to the spin density or nuclear density but also weighted by the

exponential function described in Eq. 2.8 as the T2 relaxation effect.

2.1.3 Chemical shift

When a nucleus is placed in magnetic field Bo, the actual magnetic field a

nucleus experiences is not equal to the applied field BO, but a field which is altered by

the screening or shielding of the electrons surrounding the nucleus. Since electrons

are magnetic particles also, their motion is influenced by the imposition of the

applied magnetic field. The motion induced by the applied field is in the opposite

direction to the applied field (Lenz's law). The actual magnetic field a nucleus

experiences is:

Bef (nucleus) = Bo- Bshielding
=B0uB0 0 (-a (2.6)

= Bo - oBo = Bo(1- a)

The screen factor, or shielding factor, a is around 10-6. The chemical shift

difference in frequency can be calculated as:

Af = AayBo (2.7)

Therefore, though in 31P NMR we observe phosphorous nuclei, because of

surrounding electron clouds, the actual resonant frequencies are different from

molecule to molecule. Phosphorous nuclei in ATP, PCr and Pi each has a unique



resonance frequency, which allows us to differentiate signals generated by different

molecules.

2.2 Spectroscopic imaging

In a conventional spectroscopic imaging sequence, phase encoding gradients

are applied for spatial modulation and readout is performed in the absence of

gradients so that the echoes are modulated by phase encoding gradient as well as the

chemical shift resonant frequency. In the case of 1-D spectroscopic imaging, the

signal we detect is:

S C f p(y, wa)exp{iyf (yGt' +ot,' )dt'}dydow (2.1)

where y is the phase encoding direction, and Coa is the chemical shift frequency.

This equation can be further simplified as:

S(ky,t) o f p(y, moa)exp{iy(y Gt' dt' ) + it}dydo (2.2)

f p(y,( a)exp{iyk, + it}t)dydwa

The Fourier Transform of the 2-D data S with two variables: ky and t, yields the

spectroscopic or chemical shift imaging p(y, o0a) which provides spectral resolution

and spatial localization or anatomic resolution.

2.3 Multi-echo Spectroscopic Imaging

Similar to the RARE imaging technique, in multi-echo spectroscopic imaging,

several spin echoes are acquired following each excitation and each echo is used for

a distinct phase encoding gradient step for spatial encoding. Each echo is recorded



in the absence of gradient (Figure 3.1). However, the shortening of imaging time

has more limitations in SI than regular anatomic imaging: the number of echoes

recorded depends not only upon the T2 decay time but also on how long a time

period is used for acquiring each individual echo. Furthermore, in case of multiple

spin systems, J-coupling modulations should be determined precisely to optimize

the timing of the pulse sequence.

In spectroscopic imaging, spectral resolution is inversely proportional to the

readout duration, the longer the readout, the higher the spectral resolution. The

essential problem therefore is the minimum spectral resolution required for a given

SI application.

At TE = T2, the signal intensity, which is S = Soexp(-TE/T2), will drop to 36.7%

of the maximum. Using T2 as the time envelope, the number of echoes which can

be collected following excitation, which is also the scan time reduction factor should

be less than T2/readout-duration.

The CPMG mode multi-echo approach(Figure 3.1), which requires the same

scan time as conventional SI, is best suited for studying the fundamental tradeoffs

between T2 decay, spectral resolution and the total number of usable echoes for a

given task. In CPMG mode, multiple spectra are acquired with different echo times

(TE). For example, it has been found from CPMG SI studies of vertebral bone

marrow that a 32 ms echo readout is sufficient for spectral quantitation of fat and

water at 1.5 T. In addition, spectral T2 values of approximately 80 and 120 ms were

measured from the CPMG data sets for the water and fat marrow resonances,

respectively. Thus, three to six usable echoes can be acquired for RARE mode SI

studies of vertebral marrow in order to provide sufficient information of relative

fat/water concentrations in minimal scan times.

In the case of a spin-coupled systems, the number of usable echoes which can

be recorded becomes more complicated. Prior knowledge about the J-modulation is



necessary in order to properly choose echo time and to achieve maximal SNR

within limited time periods. CPMG mode acquisitions are useful for testing the

theoretical derivation of J-coupling modulation.

2.4 Density Matrix Analysis of Spin Coupled system

In our study, the density Matrix Formalism (Abragram, 1978, Farr 1990,

Mulkern 1994) was used to derive an expression for the transverse magnetization at

the center of each CPMG echo for the general case of a weakly-coupled AMX spin

system. Starting with the general concept of density matrix analysis, using AMX

spin system as an example, both numerical calculation and analytic derivations will

be discussed.

The signal detected is produced by the sum of magnetic moments, in the

transverse plane

S • (x + ity)

SI + il) = Tr[•r(Ix + il,)]

Where " is the density operator which represents the time evolution of coupled

spin following successive application of RF pulses. The trace(Tr) of the density

operator acting on the appropriate spin operator gives the expectation value.

From the Hamiltonian, the density matrix operator can be derived. The

Hamiltonian of the AMX system is

Hx = wI + oa + ol + Ja•oPIP z + JaraI +JaPP + Ppz J,•I +J Ir (2.3)

where ao, Coa and CO. are chemical shifts for the three resonances, JaP, Jpr and J,,

are the coupling constants and Ia, IPZ and I, are the longitudinal magnetic



moment components of the three resonances. The density matrix operator for the

center of the nth CPMG echo reads:

S= [eiHAMxT/2 eizFy iHMXT/2 n -2Fx h e -F, iH ExT/2 ierFy iH gxT/2]n (2.4)=Ze lze (2.4)

Where

F, = la + fix + Irx;

F, = I, + Iy +In,;; (2.5)

i-Fx
the operation of e 2 and e 2 represent the application of 900 excitation pulse,

e - iHMVXT / 2 and e iH MxT/ 2 represent the time interval between the RF pulses, and e- " 'i

and erFy represent the application of 1800 refocusing pulses.

0 The J-coupling modulation of transverse magnetization as a function of time

can be derived by the calculation of the expectation value of magnetic moments in

the transverse plane, which is the trace of the density operator acting on the

transverse magnetic moments.

Analytical derivation: assuming perfect 900 excitation pulse and 1800

refocusing pulses, an expression can be derived for the expectation value of

magnetic moments.

The eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian is derived based on eight basic product

states of three spins system which are I+ + +), I- + +), I+ - +), ..., - -- ). It can be

demonstrated that those are actually the eigenstates of the weakly coupled AMX

system. The eight eigenstates and the corresponding eigenvalues are as follows:



I+++)= la)
I- + +) = Ib)
I+-+>)= Ic)
I + -) = Id).
I--+> =e)
-+->= f)
+-->= g)
-- -> = Ih)

there is

0o O for 0, J J Pr J,
a= + +- + + J;

2 2 2 4 4 4

b = -- •a +-- + J+ J
where 2 2 2 4 4 4'

0) a 4P + JX J J+
C +- +

2 2 2 4 4 4

d = __ + + ;
2 2 2 4 4 4

HAMXIa) = ala)
HAMXIb) = bib)
HAMXIC = CI)
HAMXId) = did).
HAMXIe)= ele) '
HAMXIf) = fIf)
HAMXg) = gig)
HAMxIh) = hlh)

,0s  0- ) Jo@ JI, Jw•
2e= +2
2 2 2 4 4 4

0 1 +( 0) O Jap Ji, + J,
f = 0 y J•+ jy +

2 2 2 4 4 4
0)a2 0 0Ja0 J2 J J+ Y
2 2 2 4 4 4'
h , s O0 J J J

h= +- - ++
2 2 2 4 4 4

Given a density matrix operator a, for any sequence, (I,,) will be calculated from

the trace of the 8 X 8 matrix:

(alIa+ + a)
(blI Ia + a)

(cl a! +1a)
(dolaIa+Ia)
(el oa+ a+)
(f •lIa+ la)
(g lIa +l a)
(h lr a+ Ia)

(alala+Ib)
(b I la +I b)
(clola +lb)
(dlroa +Ib)
(ellaa + b)
(f I a+I b)
(g la•r I b)
(hlaIa+Ib)

(aIrI a+Ic)
(b IaI" + c)
(cl•aa+Ic)
(dlaIr+Ic)
(e Iala + c)

(fI Ia+Ic)
(gla, +lc)
(hl al +lc)

(aaira+id)
(blola +id)
(clala+ d)
(dlala+ d)
(eiaI +id)

(f loaf +Id)
(g ola +Id)
(hIl a + Id)

(aarl a +e)
(b la +jle>(cbIalIa +1e)
(dlaIa+le)

(elcl a +le)
(flIaa+le)
(g IUla +Ie)
(h lla+l e)

(ala o +I f)
(bolaa+If)
(clola+If)
(daIaa+If)
(e la +I f)
(fola, +If)
(glauI ff>)
(hla1a+If)

(alal +l g)
(bola +lg)
(clIa +l g)
(daloIa+ g)
(eall + g>)
(f laa +g)
(g oaI +g)
(h IlaI+ g)

(alaIa+ h)
(b oIla +h)
(clrUla+ h)
(dIola+ h)
(e cIla +I h)

(f lIa+l h)

(g loaIr h)
(hila +oh)

The trace of the matrix is the sum of its diagonal elements. Calculation of these

diagonal matrix elements provides the means to yield the transverse magnetization

during readout for any specified sequence:

(I,+) = (alaI,+la) + (bIaIa÷Ib) + (cIal.r Ic)+... +(hIal+Ih);

Define



After further derivation, the non-zero terms left are:

(I,,+) = (bloa) + (eloc) + (f lad) + (hlolg);

For given pulse sequence and Hamiltonian, each term can be calculated.

As the n/2 pulse along x axis flips the spin into y axis, and n pulse along y axis

changes the sign of both Fx and Fz, density matrix can be simplified as follows:

[in
a = e-iHAMxT/2 e-iF, e-iHAMxT/2eirAMX T/2 '

-iF
- 

Z i H Tr "" 1
.n .ne 2 I 2 e iHAMxeT2 irF eiHAM T/2

ae if AMX T/2

= [e-iHAT/ 2 -iH' AMX T/2 ]n [a.[eiHAMT/
2eiH'AMXT/2 in

where SAMX z z Y +Jap azz + JPyIlzn + JayIazlr

with eigen values of

a' 0 coy J J7- Ja-- + + + ':
2

b'=

2 2 4 4 4
(03 (O, J Jy J

2 2 2 4 4 4
(0 + 0) J JUP + J,

2 2 2 4 4 4'
I o• • O J0) J4 Jy2 + 4 40+

2 2 2 4 4 4

e'=o, O ,P Jap Jpy Ji
2 2 2 4 4 4
Oa  O P 4 Ja4 JP .
2 2 2 4 4 4

- 2 + + + ;
2 2 2 4 4 4

h'= +- + ý + +J +
2 2 2 4 4 4

Since HAMx and HI AMX commute ( [HAMX,ITAMX]= 0; ), a density operator can be

further simplified as:

a = [e- i(H +H'Ax)nT/
2 J ,[ei(HA

Mx +H' A
m)nT

I 2]

'J



(I,,) can be derived stepwise as:

(blaa) = e-i(b+b' )nT12+i(a+a')nT/2 (blIa,,la)= - exp[(Ja + J,)nT];

(elo c)= e-'ie+en'/ 2+i(c+c')n 12 (eIl1 c) = - exp[(Ja -J)nT];
2 (2.6)

(f ljd) -e-i(f +f')nT 2+i(d+d')nT2 (f Id)= exp[-(Jp

(hlojg)= e-i(h+h')nTI2+i(g+g')nT2 (hl jg) = xp-(Jap + J)nT];

thus

(I++) cc {cos[(Jap + J,)nT] + cos[(Jap - Jy)nT]};

similarly, there are

(I,+) c cos[(Ja + Jg)nT]+ cos[(Jap - Jpr)nT]}; (2.7)

(IY.) o {cos[(Ja + J,7)nT] + cos[(J. - Jy)nT]};

thus, J coupling modulation of the magnetizations of three ATP resonances at the

center of the nth echo (TE=nT )can be simply expressed as two cosine functions in

the case of having perfect 900 and 1800 RF pulse. In many cases, derivation of an

analytic expression can be extremely complicated ( for example, when the flip angles

for RF pulse are not exactly 900 and 1800), J modulation can be found with numerical

calculation.

Numerical analysis: All possible configurations of a given spin can be

expressed as a linear combination of 2N basis matrices which correspond to the 2N

eigenstates in the above analytic analysis, where N is the number of spin -1/2 nuclei



in the system. A single spin system, magnetic moment can be expressed as three

Pauli matrices 3,x, 6, and the unit matrix So:

D i1 o o0 1 0
XD [ '10p i -1 so 0 1p

Define direct produce operation as:

A=A®,

A21B

AnB

A12B

A22B

An2B

AMB
A,.B J

The components of magnetic moment in a three spin system (e.g. AMX) system can

be expressed in matrix format. For example, in an AMX system, assuming A, M and

X represent the magnetic moment of each spin, then there are:

Ax = Ax® 0 o ®ao;

Xx = ao®a ®ao;
My = • ry 0ro; and Mz= 8~ 0®z ®o;

For any spin coupled system, the Hamiltonian matrix can be calculated using the

above matrices. The Hamiltonian for the AMX coupled system,

HAMX = w(OAz + Wprz + Wrz + JaAZzk + JpyMzXz + JayXzAz;

Given the Harmiltonian, each element in the density operator can be

calculated with MATLAB. For the time evolution function with matrix in



exponential function, standard "expl or exp3" can be used for the approximation.

Thus, for each resonance the expectation value of the transverse magnetization,

which are modulated by J coupling, can be calculated as the trace of density operator

acting on the transverse magnetic moment. The MATLAB file for AMX system

calculation can be found in the Appendix.

The advantages of numerical analyses are straightforward and not limited by

the format of applied pulse sequences and flip angle of RF pulses in the sequences.

The disadvantage is that matrix calculations especially with matrix in the

exponential function could be time consuming.



Chapter 3

Experiment

Phantom experiments were performed to verify the theory and to evaluate

the feasibility of the pulse sequence and the postprocessing techniques in correcting

artifacts induced by the spin coupling effect. An in vivo experiment was performed

to demonstrate the potential application of this approach in study biological systems.

3.1 Spectroscopic experiment

Experiments were performed on a phosphorous metabolite solution

containing 50 mM ATP and 50 mM inorganic phosphate in distilled water, pH=7.4.

Approximately 1 ml of the solution was transferred to a 5 mm NMR tube for high

resolution spectroscopic studies. Approximately 30 ml was transferred to a 25 mm

diameter (OD), 50 mm high plastic vial for use as a phantom in the spectroscopic

imaging studies.

High resolution phosphorus spin echo spectra were recorded using a 7.0 T

GN-300WB spectrometer and a 10 mm multinuclear probe (General Electric,

Fremont CA). Flip angles were calibrated with single pulse experiments and the 900

hard pulses were found to be 26 ps. Free precession spectra were acquired using 32

signal averages, a 10 s TR, 5 kHz bandwidth, 2 Watts of WALTZ-16 proton

decoupling and processed with 1 Hz Lorentzian apodization. A series of Hahn spin

echo spectra (9 0 x - T/2 - 1 80 y - T/2 - acquire) were acquired using 32 signal averages, a

10 kHz bandwidth, and a 10 s TR for each T/2 value ranging from 10 to 300 ms.

3.2 Spectroscopic imaging (SI) experiment



Spectroscopic imaging experiments were performed with a 4.7 T Biospec

(Bruker Instruments, Billerica, MA) with a 30 cm horizontal bore.

3.2.1 Phantom

For the phantom experiments, a 10 cm long, 7 cm wide (diameter) loopgap RF

coil was employed. A chamber containing 50ml, 100 mM ATP and Pi was used.

3.2.2 In vivo

For the in vivo study of the anesthetized mouse, an 8 cm long, 3 cm wide

(diameter) loopgap coil was employed to improve the volume filling factor.

3.2.3 Pulse sequence

The two 1D multi-echo spectroscopic imaging sequences shown in Figure 3.1

were implemented on the Biospec. The amplitudes of the 100 js 900 and 1800 hard

pulses were calibrated by minimizing FID components and maximizing echo signals

during a CPMG echo train applied in the absence of gradients. In both sequences, 0.5

ms phase encoding gradient lobes were applied prior to spectroscopic echo readouts

and "unwound" following each readout. In the first sequence of Figure 3.1 (CPMG

mode), the phase encode wind and rewind lobes were incremented from excitation-

to-excitation to generate spectroscopic images at each echo time. In the second

sequence of Figure 3. 1 (RARE mode), the phase encode gradient amplitudes were

incremented from echo-to-echo to rapidly fill a single k-space matrix. In RARE

mode, scan times are shortened compared to CPMG mode by a factor equal to the

number of echoes per echo train, given identical TR values and number of phase

encode steps. A minimum of two signal averages were used in each experiment to

allow for two-step phase cycling of the excitation pulse and receiver.
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Figure 3.1 The pulse sequences for multi-echo 1-D spectroscopic imaging

implemented at 4.7 T. The RF pulse train consists of a classic CPMG echo train. Each

phase encode is applied prior to spectroscopic echo readout and is "unwound" after

readout. In CPMG mode, the phase encode gradients are incremented from

excitation-to-excitation while in RARE mode they are incremented from echo-to-

echo reducing scan times by a factor equal to the number of echoes collected per

excitation.
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We tested echo train lengths from 3 to 16 and echo spacings from 17 to 52 ms.

Echo readout durations were maximized for each echo spacing within the

constraints of the RF pulse spacing and accommodation of the phase encode lobes.

The centric phase encode reordering scheme (Mulkern et al, 1990, 1991) was

employed for RARE mode acquisitions in which the lower phase encode gradients

were applied to early echoes and the larger phase encode gradients to later echoes, as

shown in Figure 3.2 a, b.

Echo AmF
A

ilitude

K-max

K-max

K+max

K+max

K-max

K-max--

K+max

-K+max

Figure 3.2. Diagrams depicting the relation between phase encode step (x-axes) and

echo amplitudes (y-axes) for RARE mode acquisitions using 32 phase encodes and

either 4 (a, c) or 8 (b, d) echoes. In this implementation, the lowest phase encode

gradients are collected using the earliest echoes with larger phase encode gradients

collected with later echoes using the so-called "centric" phase encode ordering



scheme. The upper two diagrams illustrate standard T2-decay effects on echo

amplitudes while the lower two diagrams illustrate how J-coupling will affect the

echo amplitudes in addition to T2-decay for aC and y ATP resonances when a 52 ms

echo spacing is employed.



Chapter 4

Results

Results combining theory and the phantom experiment are presented as high

resolution spectra, the RARE SI, postprocessed image, and computer simulation.

Results from in vivo experiments are presented as the RARE SI and postprocessed

SI in comparison with the conventional spectroscopic imaging.

4.1 Phantom experiment

High resolution spectrum for coupling constant J measurement: The proton

decoupled 7 T 31 P free precession spectra of the ATP resonances contained doublets

for the a and y peaks and a triplet for the I peak. The coupling constants measured

from the doublet separations of the a and y peaks were identical within

experimental error and we find that Jap = Jyp = J = 19.3 ± 0.3 Hz. The long range J(ay

coupling was estimated to be less than 1 Hz, the approximate linewidth of the

individual multiplets of our spectra. With no measurable difference between Joap

and Jp and negligible long range coupling between a and y, Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7

reduces to the form:

S c {2Cos[JnTE]} a + {1+ Cos[J2rTE]}j + {2Cos[JnTE]}r (3.1)

where the subscripts refer to the signal intensities of the individual ATP peaks. This

equation predicts that for TE's chosen to be multiples of 1/J = 52 ms, the 1 peak will

be consistently maximized at each echo time while the a and y peaks will oscillate



from maximal negative to maximal positive values for odd and even echoes,

respectively.

J coupling modulation of the signal intensity on the SE spectra and the CPMG

mode SI images. These predictions were confirmed by the 7.0 T Hahn spin echo

spectra and by the CPMG mode spectroscopic images acquired at 4.7 T. Figure 4.1

shows 7 T Hahn spin echo absorption mode spectra at echo times of n/J for n = 1-4

in which the a and y peaks oscillate from negative to positive in-phase doublets

while the P3 peak remains a purely positive in-phase triplet. The CPMG mode 1D

spectroscopic images of the phantom are shown in Figure 4.2. The top row shows

spectroscopic images at the first four echo times from a 26 ms echo spacing, 16 echo

data set. The lower row shows spectroscopic images at the first four echo times from

a 52 ms echo spacing, 8 echo data set. Note the increased spectral peak separation

(vertical axis) in the latter set of images due to the longer echo readouts. Both data

sets were acquired in 2 minutes and 20 seconds using a 2.2 s TR, 32 phase encodes, a

10 cm FOV, and 2 signal averages per phase encode. Spectra extracted from the

central locations in each of the images of Figure 4.2 are provided in Figure 4.3. Note

the resolution of all three ATP peaks from each other and from Pi even with the

relatively short 24 ms echo readouts. Spectra from the odd echoes of the 26 ms echo

spacing data set have minimal ATP signals due to the J-coupling modulations.

These signals return to full strength in the even echoes, apart from T2 decay.

Spectra from the 52 ms echo spacing data set show full strength ATP signal apart

from T2-decay at all echo times. The negative oscillations predicted for the a and y

peaks are not observed because of the magnitude mode display.

Figure 4.4 plots signal intensity vs. echo time for all three ATP peaks as

extracted from the complete set of images acquired with the 8 and 16 echo CPMG

mode sequence. The intensities obey the predictions of equation 4 with regards to J-



coupling. Monoexponential T2 estimates made from the 52 ms echo spacing data,

which effectively removed ATP J-coupling modulations for the magnitude data,

yielded T2 values of 98 ms, 134 ms, and 180 ms for the y, a, and P peaks, respectively.

TE Y-ATP x ATP 3ATP
208ms

156ms

104ms

52ms

Figure 4.1. Proton decoupled, 3 1P spectra of ATP spectra acquired at 7 Tesla using a

Hahn spin-echo sequence with TE set to multiples of 1/J. TE value of 52, 104, 156 and

208 ms are shown. Note the negative to positive oscillations of the a and y

resonances as predicted theoretically by Equation 3.1.



26 mas 52 ms 78 ma 104ms

52 ms 104 ma 156ms 208 ms

Figure 4.2 Top Row: Images at the first 4 echo times of a 16 echo CPMG mode

acquisition of the phantom at 4.7 T using an echo spacing of 26 msec. Bottom Row:

Images at the first 4 echo times of an 8 echo CPMG mode acquisition using the 52 ms

echo spacing. The spectral peaks are well-resolved along the spectral axis (vertical)

even in the short echo readout data sets and are, from top to bottom, Pi, y, a and (

ATP resonances. Scan time for each acquisition was 140 s.
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Si156msFigure 4.3. Spectra extracted from the central locations of the images in Figure 4.
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The spectral peaks are well-resolved and the J-coupling modulations predicted are
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Figure 4.3. Spectra extracted from the central locations of the images in Figure 4.

The spectral peaks are well-resolved and the a-coupling modulations predicted are

observed. The use of magnitude calculation for data display precludes seeing the

negative to positive oscillations of the at and y peaks in the 52 ms echo spacing data

sets.
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Figure 4.4 (Previous page) ATP signal intensities as a function of echo time as

extracted from the full set of 16 and 8 echo CPMG images (Figure 4). Note how the

52 ms echo spacing data set allows for an estimation of T2 for all three peaks.

Comparison of computer simulation and experimental results of the J

coupling induced spatial misregistrations in the RARE SI and the correction of the

misregistration: From equation 3.1 and its confirmed behavior, one can readily

infer how the k-space data lines of RARE mode acquisitions of ATP resonances will

be affected by the spin echo modulations. For instance, when a 52 ms echo spacing is

employed, the usual T2 weighting of echo amplitudes with respect to phase encode

order, as illustrated in Figure 3.2 a,b apply to the 3 resonance for the particular 4 and

8 echo RARE acquisitions considered. For the a and y resonances, however, the

diagrams of Figure 3.2 c,d now apply in which odd echoes have negative amplitudes

in addition to the T2-weighting factor. With the centric phase encode ordering

employed, adjacent blocks of k-space lines take on opposite signs for the a and y

resonances. This results in a perfectly predictable effect on the spatial registration of

these resonances upon Fourier transformation. Figure 4.5 a and b present 4 and 8

echo RARE mode spectroscopic images of the ATP phantom acquired with 52 ms

echo spacings which demonstrate precisely the phenomenon discussed. These

images, acquired using the same TR and number of phase encodes as the CPMG

images, were generated in only 18 s (8 echo RARE) and 36 s (4 echo RARE) as

compared to the 140 s required for the CPMG images. The a and y resonances show

definitive ghosting patterns due to the negative/positive oscillations between odd

and even echoes as translated into the k-space data. The uncoupled resonance from

Pi is mapped with no ghosting along the phase encode dimension since it



a

C. d.

Figure 4.5. RARE mode spectroscopic images of the ATP phantom acquired at 4.7 T

with a 4-echo, 8-shot sequence (a) and an 8-echo, 4-shot sequence requiring 36 and 18

s scan times, respectively. Echo spacing employed was 52 ms, leading to substantial

ghosting of the a and y resonances along the spatially phase encoded dimension

(horizontal). The ghosting is removed for these two resonances by proper k-space

processing prior to Fourier transformation (c,d). The ghosting then occurs for the

uncoupled Pi peak and the effectively uncoupled ~ ATP resonance.

I

b.



experiences no J-coupling modulations. Similarly, with the echo spacing of 1/J, the 1

resonance is maximally positive at all echo times and so is also mapped without any

noticeable ghosting. Figures 4.5 c and d show the 4 and 8 echo RARE mode

spectroscopic images in which the k-space data has been corrected to account for the

a and y peak oscillations by multiplying k-space lines acquired from odd echoes by

-1. The a and y resonances now reconstruct without ghosts along the phase encode

dimension while the Pi resonance and the P ATP resonance now appear with

substantial ghost artifact due to the additional k-space processing for these effectively
"uncoupled" resonances.

Figure 4.6 demonstrates how well the phase encode spatial misregistration

can be predicted with a thorough knowledge of the AMX coupling pattern for ATP

and spectral T2 values. Shown in the figure are the experimental spatial profiles

obtained from the spectroscopic images of Figure 4.5 a and b along with simulated

spatial profiles. The latter were generated using equations previously developed to

study T2-decay effects in RARE images for square phantom profiles (Mulkern et al.,

1991 ) modified to include the J-coupling modulations of the a and y resonances in

the 52 ms echo spacing RARE data sets. As seen, there is excellent agreement

between the experimentally and theoretically determined spatial profiles.

Using 1/3J echo spacing: The echo spacing of 1/J simplifies echo modulations

of the ATP signals but is, at 52 ms, too long for in vivo use where T2 values are

reportedly in the 60 to 100 ms range (Straubinger et al., 1994, Jung et al, 1992, 1993).

Furthermore, in vivo ATP J values have recently been reported to be on the order of

16 Hz ( Jung et al, 1996) rather than the 19 Hz observed in simple solutions. This

would further lengthen the optimal 1/J echo spacing and incur even greater T2-

decay loss in vivo. We therefore examined an alternative echo space sampling

approach as shown in Figure 4.7. Specifically this scheme utilizes the reduced echo
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Figure 4.6. Experimental and spatial profiles extracted from the data sets of Figure 7
for each of the four 31P resonances. Also shown are simulated spatial profiles of a
square phantom generated by taking into account both T2-decay and J-coupling
effects.
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spacing of 1/3J. As shown in Figure 4.7 for a J-coupling constant of 16 Hz, this

sampling scheme avoids signal nulls at the echo time of 1/2J while achieving a

third echo with maximal signal intensity for all three peaks (positive for 0 and

negative for a and y). Figure 4.8 shows 3-echo RARE images of the ATP phantom

acquired with this scheme using an echo spacing of 1/3J of 17 ms. The image in

Figure 4.8 a was acquired in only 20 seconds using a 2 s TR, 15 phase encodes and

two signal averages and reconstructed directly from the raw data without any post-

processing. Though all resonances are clearly resolved even with the 15 ms readout,

considerable spatial ghosting is observed for the a and y resonances. Figure 4.8 b

shows the image processed from the same data but with appropriate k-space lines

corrected according to Eq 4 for the a and y resonances. As in the simpler cases above,

the corrections remove the spatial misregistration (ghosts) of the a and y resonances,

introducing of course, spatial misregistration for the Pi and P peaks.

4.2 In vivo experiment

We applied the three echo, 1/3J = 20 ms echo space sampling scheme of

Figure 9 to map 3 1P spectra through a live mouse. The mouse was oriented

vertically in the horizontal bore of the magnet and phase encoding proceded from

bottom to top along the entire body of the mouse. Figures 4.9 a and b show three

echo RARE SI data sets of the mouse before and after k-space post-processing

corrections for ATP J-coupling effects, respectively. Post-processing according to Eq 4

was performed to correct for a and y spatial misregistration using a J of 16 Hz. The

acquisition parameters were a TR of 1.1 s, 15 phase encodes and 64 signal averages

with a total scan time of 5 minutes and 52 seconds. Note how the k-space correction

(Figure 4.9 b) resulted in a significant reduction of the spatial spread of the ATP

resonances while introducing phase encode blur and ghosting to the uncoupled

resonances PCr, Pi and the PME bands. In both data sets, however, all the standard



a. b.

Figure 4.8. a. A three-echo RARE image of the ATP phantom using a 1/3J = 17 ms

echo spacing. Misregistration along the spatial direction is quite severe for the a and

y-ATP resonances. b. Same image as in a but with k-space correction scheme based

on Eq 4 for the a and y resonances which now show no ghosting (ghosting now

transferred to Pi and 3 bands).



31p metabolites are observed. Representative spectra extracted from horizontal

profiles through the center of Figures 4.9 a and b are provided in Figures 4.9 d and e.

Figure 4.9 c is a conventional 1D SI of the same mouse acquired using a single 900

pulse followed by a 0.5 ms ms phase encoding step, a 128 ms FID readout, a 1.1 s TR

and 64 signal averages per phase encode. The total scan time for the conventional SI

was thus three times longer than the RARE SI acquisition (17 minutes and 36

seconds). All the spectral bands are more intense in the conventional SI due to the

short delay to data acquisition compared to the 20 ms effective echo time of the

RARE mode acquisition. Spatial mapping in the conventuonal SI data set shows

only the standard blurring due to the small number of phase encode steps. Peak

signal-to-noise ratios for the Pi, PCr, and ATP resonances were measured using peak

heights and average baseline noise values taken from the spectra shown in Figures

4.9 d - f. The results are given in Table 1. Note that for the RARE mode

acquisitions, Pi and PCr signal-to-noise values were measured from the uncorrected

data set while the signal-to-noise for the ATP peaks were measured from the k-space

corrected data set.

By cutting and pasting, shown in Figure 4.10 is a SI which provides correct

spatial mapping for all metabolites obtained from both raw RARE SI (for Pi, PCr)

and processed RARE SI (for ATP resonances esp. a-- and y-ATP).



RARE SI Processed RARE Conventional SI

SI

Pi 6.5 N/A 7.3

PCr 20 N/A 21

y-ATP N/A 9.8 19

oa-ATP N/A 9.2 27

P3-ATP 2.5 3.4 25

Table 1: The signal-to-noise ratios of the five major 3 1P resonances estimated from

the three-echo RARE mode SI data sets and the conventional SI data set of the live

mouse extracted from the spectra in Figures 4.9 d - f.
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Figure 4.9 ( previous two pages). Three echo RARE mode SI's (a,b) and a

conventional SI (c) of a live mouse along with representative spectra extracted from

these data sets (d,e,f). The RARE mode acquisition was acquired in 5 minutes and 52

seconds while the conventional SI took 17 minutes and 36 seconds. The 1/3J = 20

ms echo spacing scheme shown in Figure 4.7 was used for the RARE mode

acquisition and (a) is the direct reconstruction of k-space data in which the vertical

axis is spatial from bottom to top (head) of the vertically oriented mouse and the

horizontal axis is spectral. The observable bands are (from left-to-right) PME and Pi,

PCr, y, a and P-ATP. Ghosting due to J-coupling modulations along the spatial

direction are seen for the a and y peaks and to a lesser degree the P peak. (b) Same

RARE SI data set but reconstructed from k-space data processed according to Eq. 4

and the assumption of Jap = Jiy = J = 16Hz. Note the reduction in spatial ghosting

for the ATP peaks in (b) due to the post-processing which then introduces ghosting

to the uncoupled resonances. The spectral bands from the conventional SI show

only standard spatial ghosting associated with the use of only 16 phase encode steps

and all the peaks are more intense due to FID acquistions. The spectra in d-f were

used to make signal-to-noise comparisons between the RARE and conventional SI's

(Table 1). The dotted lines connect the actual sampled spectral points to improve

visualization.
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RARE SI

Conventional SI
b

Figure 4.10 a. By cutting and pasting of Fig. 4.9a and 4.9b, correct spatial mapping can

be obtained for PCr, Pi and a and y resonances which agrees with the conventional

SI shown in b. b. the SI acquired with conventional approach.



Chapter 5

Discussion

Spectroscopic imaging of the 31p resonances of ATP may ultimately benefit

from multi-echo acquisitions to reduce scan times. The use of short echo readouts

to capture usable echoes within the 100 ms or so T2 decay envelopes reported in

vivo will require high fields which yield a greater spectral dispersion. With echo

readouts as short as 17 ms, the primary resonances of in vivo 3 1P spectra are

reasonably well-resolved at 4.7 T (Figure 4.9), arguing for the feasibility of multi-

echo acquisitions.

The AMX J-coupling spin echo amplitude modulations of ATP resonances

become important factors affecting the image quality of RARE mode acquisitions.

We have shown in simple ATP phantoms that using an echo spacing of 1/J = 52 ms

allows for simple k-space processing schemes which can correct for spatial

misregistrations arisng from the J-coupling effects. Namely, the spatial profiles of cX

and y resonances can be reconstructed without ghosting artifact by multiplying odd

echo k-space lines by - 1. Separate reconstructions for the different resonances may

be performed and a final image with no misregistration artifacts may readily be

generated by piecing together different frequency bands from the separate

reconstructions.

The shorter T2 values of ATP in vivo (Straubinger et al, 1994, Jung et al, 1992,

1993, 1996) make use of 1/J echo spacings problematic. We therefore employed an

echo spacing of 1/3J to generate 3 echo RARE mode SI data sets of a living mouse.

The correction schemes for the k-space data based upon the general formulation

given by Eq 4 served to reduce spatial misregistration of ATP peaks due to the J-



coupling (Figure 4.9). In this regard we note the importance of the perfect flip angle

assumption we have made. Namely, in this work departures from 900 and 1800 flip

angles for the CPMG RF pulses were minimized by using "hard" pulses, allowing

for use of the formalism. embodied by Eq's 2 - 4 to account for J-coupling. If section

selective RF pulses are used as part of the spatial localization process, the effects of a

distribution of flip angles across the section must be considered. Straubinger et al

have discussed this problem in some detail (1994 ) and have demonstrated the

departure from the simple AMX behavior predicted by Eq 4 when non-ideal flip

angles are employed. Though the effects can be evaluated theoretically, they are

considerably more complex than those obtained under idealized CPMG conditions.

The acquisition of a standard SI data set of the mouse (Figure 4.9 c,f) allowed

us to make a preliminary assessment of the impact on in vivo 31P spectral quality

traded for the factor of 3 decrease in scan time associated with a 3-echo RARE mode

acquisition (Table 1). Interestingly, the signal-to-noise ratio of the PCr and Pi signals

were only minimally affected by the factor of three scan time decrease associated

with the RARE acquisiton, presumably due to their long T2 values in vivo. This

finding implies that in vivo pH measurements using the frequency separation

between these two uncoupled resonances may be facilitated using a fast RARE

sequence approach, though probably with longer echo spacings to increase the

spectral resolution and accuracy of the measurement. The ATP resonances, though

clearly observed at quantifiable signal-to-noise levels in the RARE mode data sets,

had signal-to-noise ratios smaller than those observed in the conventional SI data

set. We attribute this decrease in signal to the relatively short ATP T2 values and to

J-coupling effects. Though the effects of these factors on the spatial mapping can be

accounted for and corrected, they do result in lower signal-to-noise ratios for ATP

resonances in RARE mode acquisitions compared to conventional SI.



In summary, the experiments and theoretical analyses we have performed

indicate that it is feasible to use multi-echo approaches for 31 P in vivo NMR studies

as a scan time reduction strategy at 4.7 T. Disadvantages compared to conventional

SI methods include the usual T2-degradation of spatial mapping found with multi-

echo phase encoding methods (Hennig et al, 1986, Mulkern et al., 1990, 1991),

reduced spectral resolution, the need to account for J-coupling effects among the

ATP nuclei on spatial mapping, and reduced ATP signal intensities. Further work is

required to determine the extent to which these disadvantages offset the decreased

scan times attainable with multi-echo techniques for specific applications in

different organs.



Appendix I: A numberical calculation of the AMX density operator formalism.
clear

% clg
hold off
AMXspin;

Q=pi/2;
R1=expm3(-i*Q*(Ax+Kx+Mx));
R11=expm3(i*Q*(Ax+Kx+Mx));
DO=R1*(Az+Kz+Mz)*R11;

Q=pi;
R2=expm3(-i*Q*(Ay+Ky+My));
R22=expm3(i*Q*(Ay+Ky+My));

Q=pi/2;
R3=expm3(-i*Q*(Ay+Ky+My));
R33=expm3(i*Q*(Ay+Ky+My));

%Halmitonian of the system:
N=1024;

S=zeros(N,1);
%w is the chemical shift of the nuclei

wl=0;
w2=0;
w3=0;
J12=19;
J23=19;
J13=0;

%The Hamiltonian of the system
H=wl*Az+w2*Mz+w3*Kz+J12*Az*Mz+J23*Mz*Kz+J13*Az*Kz;

J=J12;
TE=1/(J);
tau= 1 /(4*J);

UO=expm3(-i*H*tau*pi*2);
Ul=expm3(-i*H*4*tau*pi*2);
UOO=expm3(i*H*tau*pi*2);
U11=expm3(i*H*4*tau*pi*2);

SW=3000;
T=N/SW; %the readout time; there is SW=N/T;

dT=1/SW;
for k=l:N



t=tau+(k-1)*dT;
U=expm3(-i*H*t*pi*2);
UU=expm3(i*H*t*pi*2);
D1=U*R2*UO*DO*UOO*R22*UU;

D=U*R2*U1 *R2*U1 *R2*U1 *R2*U0*DO*U00*R22*U1 1*R22*U11*R22*U 11*R22*UU;

M1=(Ax+i*Ay)*D1;
M2=(Mx+i*My)*D1;
M3=(Kx+i*Ky)*D1;

% M=((Ax+Kx+Mx)+i*(Ay+Ky+My))*D;
Sl(k)=trace(M1);%*exp(-t/0.5);;
S2(k)=trace(M2);%*exp(-t/0.5);
S3(k)=trace(M3);%*exp(-t/0.5);
k
end

subplot(3,2,1),
subplot(3,2,2),
subplot(3,2,4),
subplot(3,2,5),
subplot(3,2,6),

plot(real(S1));
plot(imag(S1));
plot(imag(S2));
plot(real(S3));
plot(imag(S3));

subplot(3,2,3), plot(real(S2));

%*both expml and expm3 works, the expm3 seems the fastest
%*the expm2 works when t is very small, error occur when t is bigger
%*than certain value.
%*expml takes about 3 minutes
% III I
% I 90x<----tau----> II 180y<----tau---->readout for D1
% II I
% II II II I
% I 90x<--tau--> I 1180y<--tau--> 9 0y<--tau-->180y<--tau-->readout for D2

%1 I I I

Functions:

1. AMXspin:

%AB system spin matrix for spin of 1/2:
%A=Ix*IO*IO;
%K=IO*Ix*IO;
%M=IO*IO*Ix;

clear
Paulispin;



A=Ix;
B=IO;
C=IO;
directprodl;
Ax=E;

A=Iy;
B=IO;
C=IO;
directprodl;
Ay=E;

A=Iz;
B=IO;
C=IO;
directprodl;
Az=E;

A=IO;
B=Ix;
C=IO;
directprodl;
Mx=E;

A=IO;
B=Iy;
C=IO;
directprodl;
My=E;

A=I0;
B=Iz;
C=IO;
directprodl;
Mz=E;

A=IO;
B=IO;
C=Ix;
directprodl;
Kx=E;

A=IO;
B=IO;
C=Iy;
directprodl;



Ky=E;

A=IO;
B=IO;
C=Iz;
directprodl;

Kz=E;

2. Paulispin;
%Pauli spin matrix for spin of 1/2:

IO=zeros(2,2);
Ix=zeros(2,2);
Iy=zeros(2,2);
Iz=zeros(2,2);

IO0(1,1)=1;
IO(2,2)=1;

Ix(1,2)=1;
Ix(2,1)=1;

Iy(1,2)=-i;
Iy(2,1)=i;

Iz(1,1)=1;
Iz(2,2)=-1;

Ix=Ix/2;
Iy=Iy/2;
Iz=Iz/2;

3. Direct Production Operation:
[m,n]=size(A);
[mIO,nIO]=size(B);
[mIl,nI1]=size(C);
for 1=1:m
for k=l:n
D((1-1)*mIO+1:1*mIO,(k-1)*nIO+1 :k*nIO)=A(1,k)*B;
end
end

[m12,nI2]=size(D);



for 1=1:mI2
for k=l:nI2
E((1-1)*mIl+1:l*ml1,(k-1)*nll+l:k*nl1)=D(1,k)*C;
end
end



Appendix II: Simulation of J-coupling effect on the spatial mapping in case of

TE=n/J.

a. simulation of the J modulation in the case four echo RARE SI
%initialization
clear
hold off

% the phantom

length=32;
psize=5;
p(1:length)=zeros(1,length);
shift=1;
p(length/2-psize/2+shift:length/2+psize/2-1+shift)=ones(1:psize);
L=1:1:length;
%subplot(3,2,1),plot(p);
%axis([1 length 0 1.2]);

%title('the phantom');
%input the general parameter

N=length;
T2pi=300/1000;
T2alpha=134/1000;
T2beta=180/1000;
T2gamma=98/1000;

FG=1/N;
%The J coupling effect

J12=19.3;
J23=19;
J13=0;

TE=58.8/1000;

NECHO=4;
f=-0.25; %the place where the phase encoding start
jO=(f+l)*N/2+1;
np=N/NECHO;

%A:The rare mode, T is the signal in time domain
for k=1:NECHO

theta1=pi*TE*k*(J12-J13);



theta2=pi*TE*k*(J12+J13);
FJalpha=(cos(thetal)+cos(theta2)) /2;
theta1=pi*TE*k*(J23-J12);
theta2=pi*TE*k*(J23+J12);

FJbeta=(cos(thetal)+cos(theta2)) /2;
thetal=pi*TE*k*(J13-J23);

theta2=pi*TE*k*(J13+J23);
FJgamma=(cos(thetal)+cos(theta2))/2;

for m=l:np
J=j0O+m-1;

while J > N
J=J-N;
end

L=1:1:length;
%x=FG*(J-N/2-1)*(x-length/2-1)*2*pi;
x=2*pi*FG*(J-N/2-1)*L; %it it very important to realize that the J shoul

d be changed to (J-N/2-1)

TDalpha(J)=exp(-k*TE/T2alpha)*FJalpha/2;
TDbeta(J)=exp(-k*TE/T2beta)*FJbeta/2;

Tpi(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2pi);
Talpha(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2alpha)*FJalpha;
Tbeta(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2beta)*FJbeta;
Tgamma(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2gamma)*FJgamma;

end

j0=j0+np;
end

SPpi=abs(ifft(Tpi));
SPalpha=abs(ifft(Talpha));
SPbeta=abs(ifft(Tbeta));
SPgamma=abs(ifft(Tgamma));

y=1:1:length;

subplot(3,2,1),plot(SPpi);
axis([1 length 0 1.0]);
title('The Pi, assuming T2=300ms');

subplot(3,2,2),plot(SPalpha);
axis([1 length 0 0.4]);



title('The ATP alpha, assuming T2=130ms');
subplot(3,2,3),plot(SPbeta);
axis([1 length 0 0.5]);
title('The ATP beta, assuming T2=120ms');
subplot(3,2,4),plot(SPgamma);
axis([1 length 0 0.3]);

title('The ATP gamma, assuming T2=90ms');
subplot(3,2,5),plot(L,TDalpha,'.');

axis([1 length -0.5 0.5]);
title('Phase encoding of alpha and gamma');
subplot(3,2,6),plot(L,TDbeta,'.');
axis([1 length 0 0.5]);

title('Phase encoding of beta');

b. simulation of the J modulation in the case eight echo RARE SI
%initialization
clear
hold off

% the phantom

length=32;
psize=5.5;
p(1:length)=zeros(1,length);
shift=-.5;
x=-psize/2:1:psize/2-1;
px=sqrt(psize*psize/4-x.*x);
p(length/2-psize/2+shift:length/2+psize/2-1+shift)=px(:psize)/(psize/2)

p(length/2-psize/2+shift:length/2+psize/2-1+shift)=ones(1:psize);
L=1:1:length;
%subplot(3,2,1),plot(p);
%axis([1 length 0 1.2]);

%title('the phantom');

%input the general parameter

N=length;
T2pi=300/1000;
T2alpha=134/1000;
T2beta=180/1000;
T2gamma=98/1000;
FG=1/N;

%The J coupling effect



J12=19.3;
J23=19.3;
J13=0;

TE=1/19;

NECHO=8;

np=N/NECHO;

%A:The user defined mode, T is the signal in time domain
for k=1:NECHO
J1=N/2+np*(k-1)/2+1;
J2=N/2-np*(k-1)/2;
thetal=pi*TE*k*(J12-J13);

theta2=pi*TE*k*(J12+J13);
FJalpha=(cos(thetal)+cos(theta2)) /2;
thetal=pi*TE*k*(J23-J12);
theta2=pi*TE*k*(J23+J12);

FJbeta=(cos(thetal)+cos(theta2)) /2;
theta1=pi*TE*k*(J13-J23);
theta2=pi*TE*k*(J13+J23);
FJgamma=(cos(thetal)+cos(theta2)) /2;

np2=np/2;
for m=l:np2

J=Jl+(m-1);
L=1:1:length;
%x=FG*(J-N/2-1)*(L-length/2-1)*2*pi;
x=2*pi*FG*(J-N/2-1)*L;

%it is very important to realize the J should be J-N/2-1 as the phase encoding g
oes from -Kmax to +Kmax;

TDalpha(J)=exp(-k*TE/T2alpha)*FJalpha;
TDbeta(J)=exp(-k*TE/T2beta)*FJbeta;

Tpi(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2pi);
Talpha(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2alpha)*FJalpha;
Theta(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2beta)*FJbeta;

Tgamma(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2gamma)*FJgamma;
J=J2-(m-1);
%x=FG*(J-N/2-1)*(L-length/2-1)*2*pi;
x=2*pi*FG*(J-N/2-1)*L;
TDalpha(J)=exp(-k*TE/T2alpha)*FJalpha;



TDbeta(J)=exp(-k*TE/T2beta)*FJbeta;

Tpi(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2pi);
Talpha(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2alpha)*FJalpha;
Tbeta(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE/T2beta)*FJbeta;
Tgamma(J)= sum(p.*exp(-i*x))*exp(-k*TE /T2gamma)*FJgamma;

end
j0=j0+np;
end

SPpi=abs(ifft(Tpi));
SPalpha=abs(ifft(Talpha));
SPbeta=abs(ifft(Tbeta));
SPgamma=abs(ifft(Tgamma));

y=l:1:length;

subplot(7,5,1),plot(SPpi);
axis([1 length 0 0.9]);
set(gca,'XTick',[],'YTick',[])

% title('The Pi, assuming T2=300ms');
subplot(7,5,11),plot(SPalpha);
axis([1 length 0 0.8]);
set(gca,'XTick',[],'YTick',[])

% title('The ATP alpha, assuming T2=130ms');
subplot(7,5,16),plot(SPbeta);
axis([1 length 0 0.9]);
set(gca,'XTick',[],'YTick',[])

% title('The ATP beta, assuming T2=120ms');
subplot(7,5,6),plot(SPgamma);
axis([1 length 0 0.65]);
set(gca,'XTick',[],'YTick',[])

% title('The ATP gamma, assuming T2=90ms');
% subplot(3,2,5),plot(L,TDalpha,'.');
% axis([1 length -1 1]);
% title('Phase encoding of alpha and gamma');
% subplot(3,2,6),plot(L,TDbeta,'.');
% axis([1 length 0 1]);
% title('Phase encoding of beta');



Part II

Fast PCr Imaging: Feasibility of Monitoring Muscle metabolism

The goal of this part of my research is to evaluate the feasibility of fast

phosphocreatine(PCr) magnetic resonance imaging technique and to apply PCr based

imaging studies to the metabolic response to exercise in skeletal muscle.



Introduction:

Nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR) spectroscopy and spectroscopic imaging

allow the non-invasive study of energy regulation and metabolism in human

skeletal muscle(Kent-Braun et al, 1990, Jenson et al 1993, 1996, Nelson et al, 1991,

Ernst et al, 1993, Kushmerick et al, 1985, 1987, 1992, 1995). However, Magnetic

Resonance Spectroscopy(MRS) provides limited spatial information and

conventional spectroscopic imaging which provides both chemical and spatial

information is often a lengthy procedure(Mora et al. 1991, Tsuji et al, 1996) and

subsequently limits the clinical application. In our study, instead of looking at

whole spectrum of 3 1p containing metabolites, we concentrate on one critical

important molecule: phosphocreatine (PCr) whose level reflects the metabolic state

so as to shorten the scan time providing suitable temporal resolution for the studies

of energy metabolism.

In the transition from rest to work, adenosine triphosphate(ATP) turnover

rate in skeletal muscle may increase as much as several orders of magnitude. Under

most physiological conditions, muscle ATP concentrations do not change while

phosphocreatine (PCr) declines during prolonged or repeated contractions (Kent-

Braun et al, 1990, Kushmerick et al, 1987). The resting muscle restores ATP and PCr

concentration depending on the rate of oxidative phosphorylation controlled by the

ADP concentration (Kushmerick et al, 1992, Chance et al., 1986). The physiology of

glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation, regulation of blood flow, and the

physiology of ATPase activities and muscle contraction differ in different muscle

cell types which have different mixtures of predominantly aerobic (slow fibers) or

predominantly glycolytic (fast fibers)(Kushmerick et al, 1992).

In skeletal muscle, the Creatine Kinase(CK) catalyzed reaction is thought to

function primarily as an energy reserve for rapid resyntheses of ATP, where ATP is



regenerated from ADP and PCr. Repetitive contractions produce an initial decrease

in PCr with a decrease in ATP seen only with very high rate of contraction

(Kushmerick et al, 1992). Previous MR spectroscopic studies have shown during

muscle contraction, inorganic phosphorus (Pi) peak area increases to approximately

to the same extent as PCr decreases (Burt et al, 1976, Nelson et al. 1991, Kushmerick

et al, 1992). The Creatine Kinase catalyzed reaction is much faster than the rate of

oxidative phosphorylation (Stryer, 1988), therefore the PCr drop during muscle

contraction provides a measure of energy consumption.

The long T2 of PCr ( - 400 ms) (Thomsen et al, 1989, Jung et al, 1992) allows

application of multi-echo NMR techniques for fast PCr imaging (Hennig et al, 1986,

Jones et al, 1992 ). The Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhanced (RARE)

technique collects multiple spin-echoes for each excitation . A distinct spatial phase

encoding step is applied for each echo. Scan times are reduced compared to

conventional imaging by a factor equal to the number of echoes collected per

excitation using this multi-echo technique (Hennig et al, 1986, Jones et al, 1992,

Mulkern et al, 1991). Thus, a multi-echo techniques could provide a better temporal

resolution for the study of ATP metabolism.

A RARE technique has been developed to measure the distribution of PCr in

the forearm with suitable temporal resolution. The changes of PCr level were

observed through a time course of rest, exercise and recovery.



Chapter 1

Background

In this chapter previous studies of PCr are reviewed briefly with emphasis on

those aspects most relevant to this research.

1.1 Phosphocreatine(PCr) in biological system

The involvement of Phosphocreatine(PCr) in energy metabolism has been

known for a long time. PCr is another metabolite containing high energy bonds

along with ATP in a cell. The structure of PCr, ATP, ADP and AMP and their

resonances in NMR spectra are shown in Figure 1.1. Creatine Kinase (CK) catalyzes

the reversible transfer of a phosphoryl group from PCr to ADP to form ATP. The

amount of PCr present in a cell depends on the cell type (Tsuji et al., 1996,

Hochachka, 1994, Stryer, 1988). In human beings, PCr is mainly present in skeletal

muscles, myocardium and brain. The mechanisms controlling storage amounts are

unknown, although the feedback repression of synthesis in the liver may limit total

availability at these sites (Walk, 1979).

The total pool sizes of PCr + Cr are around 30 mM in muscles; higher in fast-

twitch muscles and lower in slow muscles and myocardium (Kushmerick et al,

1992). On a short- and long-term basis, the amount of PCr available for high power

output is related to the hypertrophy of the muscle and this adaptation mechanism

seems limited to fast-twitch muscles (Holloszy et al., 1976). PCr reduction has been

observed in dystrophic muscle (MuCully et al. 1991, Lane et al. 1989).
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Figure 1.1 The structure of the high energy metabolites: PCr, ATP, ADP and AMP

and their resonances in NMR spectroscopy. In resting muscle, typical

concentrations of the metabolites are [PCr]= 25 mM, [ATP] = 4 mM, [ADP] = 0.013
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1.2 PCr level reflects the metabolic changes in patho-physiologic processes

When a cell demands energy rapidly and in a large amount, energy is first

released from ATP directly to functional elements of the cell. Then the energy

stored in the PCr is used immediately to reform new adenosine triphosphate

through CK catalization:

ATP f-4 ADP + Pi

PCr +ADP "-K Cr+ATP+Pi

This reaction occurs much more rapidly than the oxidative reactions (aerobic or

anaerobic) and provides a source of extra energy that can be used to keep the cell

functioning at a high rate of metabolism for a short period of time.

For muscle, during the transition from rest to work, ATP cycling or turnover

can increase by several orders of magnitude. Despite such large differences in ATP

flux, ATP concentrations do not change much( Kushmerick 1985, 1987, Kent-Braun

et al. 1990). The mechanism of sustaining high ATPase with minimal alternation in

ATP level is through ATP resynthesis by CK in which high energy -P is transferred

from PCr to ADP (Hochachka, 1987). During muscle recovery period, ATP and

phosphocreatine are resynthesized by metabolic oxidative process of metabolism.

Several muscle physiology studies have suggested that the total phosphorus integral

did not significantly change during stimulation; the change in PCr with steady state

is equal and opposite to the Pi change , and recovery rates for PCr and Pi were

similar (Kushmerick et al., 1992, Nelson et al.,1991). Therefore, the change of the

PCr level itself provides an insight into ATP -ase rate during muscle contraction and

ATP resynthetic rate during recovery.



My research therefore is aimed at observing muscle PCr changes with

improved temporal and spatial resolution.

1.3 Previous PCr imaging

In the last two decades, extensive studies related to 31P metabolites were

mainly performed with NMR spectroscopy (MRS) or chemical shift imaging(CSI).

One limitation associated with MRS is the amount of spatial information, as the

signal is either from the whole sample or from a specific spatial location.

Phosphorous Chemical Shift Imaging has the great advantage of providing chemical

information as well as spatial information(Maudsley et al. 1990, Nelson et al. 1991,

Jeneson et al. 1992, Frederick et al. 1995, Etherington et al, 1995 ). However, the scan

time is often too long and unsuitable for the study of metabolic processes. Several

groups have demonstrated the feasibility and potential of PCr imaging in the study

of the patho-physiology process. Mora et al. (1991) proposed and demonstrated PCr

image of monkey brains using chemical-shift discrimination RF pulse by selective

excitation of PCr. PCr distributions were obtained before and after visual

stimulation. Nelson et al. (1992) mapped the PCr distribution of the forearm by

extracting the PCr signal from a 2-D spectroscopic image. The drawbacks of these

two approaches are long-scan time and/or low spatial resolution. Using selective

excitation or an extensive chemical shift artifact, Ernst et al. (1993) imaged PCr and

Pi of the human forearm and brain, in which same phase encoding was given to a

Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill(CPMG, described in the next chapter) echo train

following each excitation. Echoes were added up to signal average. The

disadvantage associated with this technique is relatively lower efficiency (compared

to other fast scan approaches) and sensitivity to motion. In a recent abstract,

Greenman et al. (1996) suggested a new approach of 31P imaging using the multi-



echo approach. PCr imaging of the leg was acquired without discrimination of Pi

and PCr and without slice selection under resting conditions.

Given the above drawbacks, our research is aimed at the improvement of this

technique in the study of metabolic processes regarding Pi contamination and signal

to noise ratio.

1.4 Shortening PCr imaging time

In vivo NMR measurement of the spin-spin relaxation time T2 and spin-

lattice relaxation T1 of human skeletal muscle has been performed (Thomsen et al.,

1990, Jung et al. 1992). The reported T2 value of PCr is in the 350 to 450 ms range and

T1 in the 5 to 5.5 seconds range. The reported T2 value of Pi is in the 180 to 200 ms

range and T1 in the 3 to 5 seconds range. Compared to other 31P containing

metabolites, PCr has uniquely high T2 and T1 relaxation time( described in detail in

the next chapter). The chemical shift difference between Pi and PCr is around 5.0

ppm or 400 Hz on the 4.7 T system.

Given its long T1 value, PCr imaging with traditional approach would be a

lengthy procedure. However, because of its long T2, it would be advantageous to

use multi-echo approach for shortening PCr imaging time.

1.5 Summary

Previous studies of skeletal muscle have shown that PCr decreases, Pi

increases and ATP shows little or no change during different metabolic processes.

Thus, changes in PCr and Pi reflect changes in the energy state of normal skeletal

muscle. The rate of PCr recovery reflects, in part, the rate of ATP synthesis. On a 4.7

T magnet system Pi and PCr resonances are well separated (~400 Hz), which allows

us to concentrate on monitoring PCr level by suppressing the Pi signal. Long T2

decay time makes fast scanning techniques such as Rapid Acquisition Relaxation-



Enhanced (RARE) method extremely useful in shortening the scan time of PCr

imaging. In this fast scanning approach, multiple spin-echoes are collected

following each excitation and each echo is used for a distinct spatial phase encoding

step (Hennig et al. 1986, Mulkern RV et al 1990). Given the same repetition time TR

and the number of phase encoding steps, scan time is reduced by factors equal to the

number of echoes collected per excitation using the multi-echo approach. Thus fast

PCr imaging with RARE indirectly provides regional measures of ATP metabolism

with a temporal resolution suitable for physiological and clinical studies.

The goal of this part of my research is to evaluate the feasibility of a fast

phosphocreatine(PCr) magnetic resonance imaging technique and to facilitate PCr

based imaging studies of muscle metabolic response to exercise.



Chapter 2

NMR Theory

This chapter reviews the basic principles of MRI and some NMR techniques

used in our study with emphasis on aspects most relevant to my research.

2.1 MRI theory:

The signals in NMR are produced by an ensemble of the same nuclei. Spatial

information is obtained by superimposing magnetic field gradients (G) on the static

magnetic field. The magnetic field gradient is applied so that each nucleus will

precess at a frequency proportional to the local magnetic field which is a linear

function of spatial location F:

f = yB= y(Bo + G F) (2.9)

Consider a generalized situation of a spin-density distribution p(x,y) measured in

an NMR system having quadrature detection, in the presence of three orthogonal

gradients. Following a 900 pulse and ignoring the relaxation, the signal obtained (S)

is:

S fffp(x, y) exp(i27rf(x, y, z, t' )dt')dxdydz
xyz 

(2.10)
Sfffp(x, y)exp(iyf[xGx (t') + yGy(t') + zGz(t' )]dt')dxdydz

x,y,z 0

The above equation can be rearranged as:



t I t

S p(x, y,z)exp ix{ G,(t')dt')+iy{ GC(t')dt'}+iz{r G(t' )dt' dxdydz (2.11)
xyz 0 0 0

or

S(kx,ky,kz) = f p(x, yz) exp(ikxx + ikyy + ikzz)dxdydz (2.12)
x,y,z

Therefore, by giving different gradient strength or giving different gradient on-time

or accumulation time, signals S(k,,,ky,k z) which are also called K space data with

different Kx, Ky, Kz are collected. By filling a 3-D S(kx,ky,kz) data set or K space

matrix, an image, which represents the nuclear density, can be obtained by the

Fourier transform of the K space data set. This type of image is also called nuclear

density weighted image.

Consider spin-spin relaxation, i.e. including the relaxation time, Equation 2.9

can be written as:

S(TE) p(xy)exp(-T2(x y,z))exp iy[xG(t)+ yG(t')+ zGz(t')]dt' dydz

(2.13)

or

S(kx,ky,kz) oc p(x,y,z)exp(- TE )exp(ikxx + ikyy + ikzz)dxdydz (2.14)
T2(x,y,z)

x,y,z

where TE is the time between the 900 excitation pulse and the center of the readout.

The Fourier transform of time domain signal will give:



TE
p(x,y)exp(- ) (2.15)

T2(x, y,z)

That is, the image intensity is weighted by the spin-spin relaxation time T2. The

effect of T2 decay is related to the TE; the longer the TE, the heavier the image is

weighted by T2. In practice, another mechanism which also causes the dephase of

the spins and consequently the decay of transverse magnetization is the magnetic

field inhomogeneity. The time constant which describes the actual observed decay

of Mxy is T2*. In the spin-echo sequence described in the following chapter, the

dephasing induced by the field inhomogeneity is refocused at the center of the echo

using 1800 RF pulse.s

In the case of a slice selected 2-D image, a shaped RF pulse is applied with the

slice selecting gradient on. The slice selecting gradient causes magnetization

precessing at a frequency related to its spatial position. Shaped RF pulses have

limited bandwidth; only magnetization whose precessing frequencies are within

that bandwidth will be excited and flipped to the transverse direction. Under this

condition, gradients along the remaining of two dimensions are applied to fill a 2-D

K space, and a two dimensional image will be obtained.

2.2 Spin-echo and multi-echo technique

Spin-echo pulse sequence consists of a single 900 pulse followed by one 1800

pulse. These two RF pulses are separated by time interval TE/2. Another time

interval of TE/2 is also given between the 1800 pulse and echo readout. TE,

therefore, stands for echo time which is the time interval between the 900 excitation

pulse and the center of the readout. The 900 RF pulse flips the net magnetization

vector into the transverse plane. During the ensuing interval of time, TE/2,

possible phase coherence will get lost between spins due to local field



inhomogeneities as described above and inherent T2 relaxation processes. The 1800

degrees pulse then inverts the spins about the x or y axis so that after the next TE/2

at the center of the echo-readout, dephase due to field inhomogeneity will be

refocused. Any decay in the magnitude for the net magnetization vector at the time

of this echo is due to inherent spin-spin relaxation processes. During the second

TE/2 time interval phase encoding gradients are applied to encode magnetization

frequency in one or two dimensions, and an readout gradient is applied during the

echo readout to encode the magnetization in the second or third dimension.

In multi-echo sequences more 1800 pulses are applied following the excitation

900 pulse and echoes are acquired following each 1800 pulse (Figure 2.2). The time

intervals are given so that the dephase can be refocused and echoes can form. The

time interval between 900 and the first 1800 pulse is z, which is also half of the first

echo time. The same interval is given between 1800 and echo as well as between the

echo and the next 1800 pulse and so on. In Carr-Pucell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)

multi-echo sequences (Figure 2.2), 900 RF pulse is applied along the x axis ( or y axis)

and all 1800 pulses are applied along the y axis (or x axis) to ensure all echoes will

have same phase. In multi-echo sequences, there are two modes of imaging

acquisitions: CPMG mode and Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement

(RARE) mode. In CPMG mode, same phase encoding steps are applied to each echo

in the echo train, each echo is used for a distinct image with echo time of n*(echo-

spacing), and number of images equal to the number of echoes following each

excitation are obtained at the end of imaging. In RARE mode, distinct phase

encoding steps are applied to each echo, that is, each echo represents one line in K

space, and one image is obtained with scanning time shortened by a factor equal to

the number of echoes collected following each excitation. Therefore, RARE is a fast

scanning technique.
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2.3 Spin-spin relaxation(T2) effect in RARE Image

As echoes are generated following a spin excitation, there is a gradual loss of

signal due to T2 decay processes. The T2 decay time is typically defined in terms of a

decay of signal strength S with echo time TE, as described in Equation (2.8). In

practice, T2 decay limits the amount of signal available from a given peak in

successive echoes. The generation of spin-echoes beyond a given peak's T2 decay

envelope leads to diminishing returns in signal-to-noise ratio. This feature

determines an important practical consideration in performing RARE imaging

studies: the number of usable echoes which can be acquired with the limitation

imposed by the T2 decay time. This number depends upon the T2 decay time as well

as the echo-spacing or how long a time period is used for acquiring each individual

echo. The shorter the time required for each echo acquisition the more echoes can

be acquired following excitation and the faster the RARE sequence. In our case, for

PCr imaging, this feature is mainly limited by the hardware of our gradients, this

will be discussed further in Chapter 5.1.

CPMG mode, in which a series of images with different echo time TE will be

acquired, is suited for studying the tradeoffs between T2 decay and the total number

of usable echoes acquired following each excitation and for determining the number

of effective echoes which can be used in RARE mode to shorten imaging time. It

tells the amount of signal which can be obtained at each echo-readout with T2

relaxation effect.

2.4 Suppression of unwanted resonance

In many cases, signal from a specific molecule is desired, and signals from

other molecules will cause degradation or contamination of the signal. To suppress

unwanted signals, a commonly used technique is Chemical Selective Suppression



(CHESS). In CHESS, a chemical selective RF pulse, which has narrow bandwidth (in

spectral domain) or long duration time ( in time domain), is followed by crusher

gradients along three axes. The RF pulse selectively flips the unwanted

magnetization into the transverse plane, crusher gradients dephase spins so that

signals from spins are out of phase and cancel each other, thus total magnetization

from that molecule in transverse plane is zero.

2.5 Determination of the spectral width of the RF pulse

Chemical selective RF pulse, which selectively flips one of the resonances

without affecting the others in the spectrum, usually requires narrow spectral width

or long pulse length. The length of the RF pulse is dependent on the chemical shift

difference between the selected resonance to its neighboring resonances. PCr is next

to Pi with a chemical shift difference of about 400 Hz on a 4.7 T magnet. To

effectively remove Pi resonance which has full-width-of-half-maximum(FWHM)

usually less than 250 Hz, requires that the RF pulse have about 125 HZ FWHM

spectral width on Pi resonance. In the case of using a Gaussian shaped pulse, the

duration time can be found as follows.

On our system, the Gaussian pulse duration time refers to the time interval

between the two points at which pulse intensity drops to 0.01 of its peak intensity.

Defining the Gaussian pulse as:

exp(-t 2a 2); (2.16)

and pulse length t, there is

exp(-()2 a 2); (2.17)
2



thus :

at = 4. 29

The Fourier Transform of the Gaussian shaped pulse is:

exp(-co 2 / 4a 2) = exp(-(2f )2 / 4a 2)

since at FWHM, there is:

FWHM 4
exp(-2( F WHM ) 2 / 4 a2) =

2 2

and

FWHM = 0.53a;

limiting the FWHM to 250 HZ, combining Eq. 2.18 and 2.21, t can be found as about 9

ms.

Similarly, the spectral width of all shaped pulses can be calculated. For

example, 1 ms long Gaussian shaped pulse has a spectral width of about 2.3 KHz.

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)



Chapter 3

Experimental material and method

In this chapter, the experiment instrumentation apparatus, setup, imaging

pulse sequence and data processing are described.

3.1 Instrumentation

All Experiments were performed on a 4.7 T, 30 cm horizontal bore Bruker

BIOSPEC NMR system (Bruker Instruments, Billerica, MA). An Alderman-Grant

coil (volume coil), 14 cm in diameter, 8 cm long, was made and used for both

transmission and reception in human forearm muscle study.

The configuration of the Alderman-Grant Coil is described in Figure 3.1

(Alderman, Grant, 1979). It consists of two vertical bands with wings on both sides

(top and bottom), two guard rings on the top and bottom, and capacitors between

extremities of the wings on the two sides of the vertical band. There is a layer of 2

mm Teflon dielectric between the guard rings and the wing-band pieces. A total of

four groups of capacitors were placed between the wings. Part of the resonating

capacity is generated by the proximity of the " wings" of the vertical bands to the

"guard rings." The additional capacity necessary to resonate the structure at 81 MHz,

the 31P resonance frequency, was determined empirically and then added by

soldering capacitors between the extremities of the wings. Capacitors are evenly

placed in the four groups of capacitors between the extremities to optimize the RF

field homogeneity inside the coil. The guard rings shield the sample from the

electric fields generated by the RF voltage present between the wings. The

advantage of this coil is simple structure, versatile resonance frequency and low

heat dissipation. To optimize the static main magnetic field homogeneity
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Figure 3.1 Alderman-Grant coil. It consists of two vertical band with wings on both

sides, two guarding rings and capacitors between the wings. There is a layer of 2 mm

Teflon dielectric between the guard rings and the wing-band pieces. An external was

connected to the coil for tuning the coil to proton resonance frequency during

shimming.
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Figure 3.2.
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The mechanism of the Alderman-Grant Coil: A LC circuit analogous to

the coil.



throughout the sample, an external circuit made of two variable capacitors is

connected to the coil for tuning one of the resonant frequencies to proton during

shimming. The mechanism of the coil and external circuit can be explained as in

Figure 3.2.

3.2 Pulse sequence

Two types of spectral pulse sequences, one pulse (Figure 3.3a) and spin-

echo(SE) (Figure 3.3b) are used for spectral acquisition; two modes of multi-echo

mode sequences, CPMG and RARE are used for images acquisitions (Figure 3.4).

The one pulse sequence consists of a 1 ms Gaussian shaped pulse followed by

a 5.12 ms readout with a sweep-width of 5 KHz. SE spectra with a sweep-width of 5

KHz, TE of 12 ms and an echo-readout starting at the center of the spin echo were

recorded with Pi suppression. Pi suppressions were performed with CHESS

sequence repeated three times. The CHESS sequence consisted of a 10 ms Gaussian

pulse which has FWHM around 250 Hz (See previous chapter) at the Pi resonance

followed by dephasing gradients along all three axes.

Multi-echo sequences are used for PCr imaging in which a 4 cm thick section-

selective 900 PCr excitation RF pulse, 1 ms long, Gaussian shaped, was followed by

non-selective refocusing 1800 pulses. The amplitude 900 and 1800 pulse were

calibrated by minimizing FID components and maximizing echo signals during a

CPMG echo train applied in the absence of gradients. A 2 ms phase encoding

gradient lobe was applied prior to each readout and "unwound" afterwards. Thirty-

two echo signals were collected following each excitation. In CPMG acquisition

phase encoding gradient amplitudes were incremented from excitation-to-

excitation. For each excitation one line in a series of thirty-two K space matrices

were filled and a series of thirty-two images with TE equal to n*(echo-spacing),
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Figure 3.3 Pulse sequences used in acquiring spectra. a. In one pulse sequence, all

31p signals are recorded including Pi and PCr. b. In spin echo (SE) sequence, signals

from Pi are selectively suppressed. SE spectral acquisition is important in

determining the gain for the saturation RF pulse in order to precisely flip the Pi to

the transverse plane. To avoid the imperfection of the 900 pulse, the CHESS pulse

was repeated three times.
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Figure 3.4 Multi-echo sequences used for PCr imaging. Section-selective gradient is

applied to selectively excite a 4 cm section. Pi suppression is applied by using CHESS

pulse as in Fig. 3.3. A 2 ms phase encoding gradient is applied prior to each readout

and "unwound" afterwards. a. In CPMG mode acquisition phase encoding gradients

are incremented from excitation-to-excitation. This mode is important to determine

the optimal number of echoes to be used in the RARE mode. b. In RARE mode

acquisition, phase encoding gradients are incremented from echo-to-echo. Thus

imaging time is shortened by a factor equal to the number of echoes collected

following each excitation.
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(where n=1, 2 ..., 32) were generated after the filling of all the K spaces. In the RARE

acquisition, phase encoding gradient amplitudes incremented from echo-to-echo.

For each excitation, thirty-two lines in one k-space are filled. Thus the scan times in

the RARE mode were shortened by a factor of thirty-two, compared with the

traditional imaging technique. A centric phase encoding reordering scheme was

employed in which the lower phase 'encoding gradients were applied to early echoes

and the larger phase encoding gradients to later echoes. The RARE images were also

implemented with Pi suppression using the CHESS sequence.

All images were acquired with 12 ms echo spacing, 3 ms echo readout, 5 s

time-of-repetition (TR) and 32 X 32 matrix size.

3.3 Phantom experiment for technique testing

A phantom study was used for testing the effectiveness of Pi suppression in

the RARE imaging and for simulating the in vivo studies.

The PCr/Pi phantom consists of two rectangular shaped bottles containing

approximately 30 ml of 150 mM PCr solution and 100 mM Pi solution respectively.

The phantom was placed at the center of Alderman-Grant coil. Both one-pulse and

SE spectra of the phantom were recorded with a 10 s TR, 5 KHz spectral width and

two signal averages. NiSO 4 (shortening T2) were used to modify the T2 value of the

phantom so that it had T2 values similar to thosereported in vivo T2 values for PCr.

About 0.2 mg of NiSO 4 was added to 30 ml PCr solution to obtain a T2 value of 420

ms and 0.5 mg of NiSO 4 was added to 30 ml Pi solution to obtain a T2 value of 180

ms. A CPMG mode multi-echo imaging sequence was applied to acquire the T2

values of the sample and to determine the number of echoes that can be used

following the excitation in RARE mode imaging. A CPMG mode sequence was

applied to record a series of thirty-two phantom images with TEs of n *12 ms.
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Fitting of the signal intensities in the images vs. the echo time with a mono-

exponential function of exp(-n*echo-spacing/T2) yields the spin-spin relaxation

time T2 of the sample. In centric phase encoding mode, T2 effect behaves as a low

pass filter. The RARE images with and without Pi suppression were acquired with

16 cm X 16 cm Field-of -View (FOV) and four signal averages.

3.4 Experimental setup and protocol for human forearm study

Human study includes four parts: the acquisition of spectra before and after

exercise; acquisition of CPMG echoes; regional PCr change during the exercise; and

the PCr recovery rate after exercise.

3.4.1 The spectra acquisition before and after exercise

The right forearm of healthy volunteers (N=6) were inserted into the

Alderman-Grant coil with the 4 cm slice located approximately 3 cm distal to the

elbow. Spectra were acquired using a one-pulse and a SE sequence with Pi

suppression. All spectra were acquired with 5s TR and 16 signal averages. Spectra

were recorded to observe the total Pi and PCr level change before and after exercise.

Spectra were obtained at rest.

Exercise, which consisted of finger flexion, were performed for 5 minutes

outside the magnet and continued during the second acquisition of spectra. Because

signal came from the whole arm, motion induced problems should be minimal and

were not considered during the spectral acquisition.

3.4.2 CPMG Acquisition

A series of thirty-two CPMG echoes were acquired at rest with zero phase

encoding step using 5s TR and 64 signal average. Fourier Transform was performed

to obtain the image profile along the frequency encoding direction. CPMG echoes



were acquired to determine the optimal number of echoes that should be used in

the RARE imaging.

3.4.3 Regional PCr change during/after exercise and comparison with T2-weighed

proton images

Images were acquired using the RARE sequence with Pi suppression. All

images were acquired using 5 s TR, 22 cm field-of-view, 32 X 32 matrix size and 64

signal averages, with a total scan time of 5 minutes and 30 seconds.

This study was aimed to observe the correlation of the involvement of

muscle groups in exercise and the regional PCr drops and to exam the result with

known physiology. The results were compared with T2 weighted proton images

under the same physiological conditions. PCr images were obtained at rest.

Vigorous exercise, consisting of the flexion of the fourth and fifth fingers, was

performed outside the magnet for 10 minutes. Arms were then placed back in the

magnet at the same position; another PCr image was immediately acquired. Exercise

was continued during this time, but occurred only between scans during the TR

waiting period. Gradient onset sound was used for timing. A similar experiment

was performed with exercise consisting of the flexion of three fingers: the third, the

fourth and the fifth fingers. PCr images were also recorded at rest and during/after

exercises.

Proton images are acquired with effective echo time of 80 ms under exactly

the same physiological conditions used in the PCr imaging.

In the above study no attempts were made to standardize the work load of the

exercises.

3.4.4 PCr recovery rate after exercise



This study is aimed to observe regional PCr changes in the time course of rest,

exercise and recovery. These change partially indicate the metabolic status. Images

were first acquired at rest. Exercise was performed inside the magnet. Exercise,

consisting of flexion of fingers without restriction in the use of the fingers, was

measured at 3 pounds per square inch for every 1 to 2 seconds, initiated after the

start of the second imaging acquisition, and timed between TR periods during

waiting time. A final three PCr images were acquired immediately following

exercise cessation to observe PCr recovery.

To compare the PCr level during these three periods of time, average signal

intensities from a region with size of four pixels are chosen in the plots, and error

bar indicates the standard deviation among the four pixels.



Chapter 4

Results:

Both spectra and PCr images from the phantom experiment, the human forearm

muscle are shown here.

4.1 Phantom experiment

One pulse and SE spectrum of the phantom are shown in Figure 4.1. Both

PCr and Pi peaks are clearly seen in one-pulse spectrum (Figure 4.1a). In the SE

spectrum(Figure 4.1b), the Pi resonance is eliminated using Pi suppression and the

PCr peak is intact.

A series of images of the phantom, acquired at TE of n* 12 ms using CPMG

mode of multi-echo sequence, are shown in Figure 4.2. A gradual signal drop due to

T2 decay can be seen in these images. A T2 value of 400 ms for PCr and 150 ms for Pi

were found after fitting the signal intensities of the images verses echo time with a

monoexponential decay function. The RARE image of Pi/PCr phantom are shown

in Figure 4.3a without Pi suppression and in Figure 4.3b with Pi suppression. Both

PCr and Pi are shown in Figure 4.3a, and Pi was effectively removed in Figure 4.3b.

4.2 Human forearm muscle studies

The results from human forearm studies: the acquisition of spectra before and

after exercises, acquisition of CPMG echoes, regional PCr change during the exercise,

and the PCr recovery rate after exercise are presented.
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Figure 4.1. One-pulse and spin-echo spectra of the Pi/PCr phantom. Both were

acquired with 5Hz spectral width and 10 s TR. a. one-pulse spectrum: both Pi and

PCr resonances are well depicted. b. in spin-echo spectrum: using CHESS, Pi

resonance is effectively removed. Spectrum acquired with TE of 12 ms.



Figure 4.2 A series of 32 CPMG images. Shown here are every other images in the

series. A gradual signal intensity decay can be observed due to the T2 relaxation. A

monoexponential function was used to determine T2, NiSO4 was used to modify

the T2 of PCr to about 400 ms.
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a. b.

Figure 4.3 The RARE image of the Pi/PCr phantom. Thirty-two echoes were

collected following each excitation, thus imaging time is shortened by a factor of 32.

a. A RARE image recorded without Pi suppression. Both Pi and PCr phantom are

well shown in the image. b. A RARE image recorded with Pi suppression. Pi

phantom is effectively removed. All images are acquired with 12 ms TE, 10 s TR

and 2 signal average.



4.2.1 The spectra acquired before and after exercise

The spectra of the human forearm at rest are shown in Figure 4.4a, using one-

pulse sequence, and in Figure 4.4b, using spin-echo sequence with Pi suppression.

In general, at rest large PCr resonance can be observed with minimal Pi. ATP

resonances are weak, which could be due to a much lower ATP concentration

compared to PCr concentration and the limited RF-pulse spectral width used in the

pulse sequence. The spectra obtained during/after exercise are shown in Figure 4.4c

using one-pulse and in Figure 4.4d using spin-echo sequences. Notice the increased

Pi resonance and decreased PCr resonance in Fig. 4.4c. In Fig 4.5d, Pi resonance is

removed using spin-echo sequence with Pi suppression; PCr drop can be observed.

4.2.2 CPMG acquisition

A series of Fourier-transformed CPMG echoes are shown in Figure 4.5 which

represent the image profiles along the frequency encoding direction obtained at TE

of n* 12 ms (n=l, 2, ..., 32). A monoexponential decay of the signal intensityis seen.

A global T2 value of 360 ms of the forearm muscle is yielded after fitting the peak-

height signal intensity verses TE with a monoexponential function (Figure 4.6).

4.2.3 Regional PCr change during/after exercise and the comparison with T2-

weighed proton images

Shown in Figure 4.7 a-f are PCr RARE images and T2 weighted proton

images obtained at rest and 10 minutes after the flexion of the fourth and the fifth

fingers. Shown in Figure 4.7a is a RARE PCr image and in Figure 4.7b is a T2

weighted proton image of the forearm at rest. Two bony structures (radius and

ulna) can be seen as low intensity areas in PCr images due to low PCr concentration
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Figure 4.4 One-pulse and spin echo spectra of human forearm acquired before and

after exercise. On the top, a. and b., are one-pulse spectra; on the bottom, c. and d.,

are spin-echo spectra. a. At rest, on one-pulse spectrum, large amount of PCr can be

observed with minimal amount of Pi. b. after exercise, on spin-echo spectrum, PCr

decreases, Pi increases, probably to the same amount. c. at rest, spin-echo spectrum,

large amount of PCr can be observed. d. after exercise, PCr decreases, Pi resonance is

effectively removed with CHESS. In those spectra, ATP resonances, especially a-

ATP and D-ATP, are not well observed, which could be due to the relatively small

amount of ATP in muscle compared to PCr and limited bandwidth of the 1 ms

Gaussian pulse.
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i signal Intensity

Echo Time (TE = nT)

Figure 4.5 The FT of a series of 32 CPMG echo train acquired at zero phase encoding

gradients, thus they represent the image profiles along the frequency encoding

direction. This CPMG echo train was used to see how much signal can be acquired

at each echo time and to determine the optimal number of echoes to be used for the

RARE mode. Here we can see that even at the third-second echo, reasonable

amount of signal can be collected. This led us to use 32 echoes in the later RARE

mode forearm imaging. Because of centric phase encoding used in RARE mode,

this decay envelope also provides a view of low pass filtering effect in the RARE

mode imaging due to T2 relaxation.
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T2 relaxation effects on signal amplitude observed in
CPMG echo train

100 200 300

* Peak height of the image profile
form CPMG echo train

Curve Fit:
y = 3.5 exp(-TE/360);

400

TE = n X 12(ms)

Figure 4.6 A global T2 value of 360 ms is found for the forearm muscle after fitting

the CPMG echoes peak-height vs. echo time with a monoexponential function.

Errors are found for the early echoes which could be due to T1 relaxation effect as 5 s

TR used in the experiment is close to T1, a short T2 component in PCr or/and

imperfect RF pulse flip angles.



in bone, and can be seen as two low signal intensity areas with high signal

intensities inside as bone marrow in proton images. The bony structure can be used

as landmarks to orient PCr images and proton images to identify different muscle

groups. After ten minutes of contraction, another RARE PCr image and proton

image are acquired as shown in Figure 4.7c and Figure 4.7b, respectively. Notice pre-

exercise gives higher signal intensity in PCr images and generally lower muscle

signal intensity in the proton image. In the post-exercise images, a regional signal

intensity drop in PCr image and a regional signal intensity increase in T2-weighted

proton image can be seen at similar locations. The images that gives the signal

intensity difference before and after exercises are indicated in Figure 4.7e for PCr

images, and Figure 4.7f for proton weighted images, respectively. Compare with

standard anatomy atlas flexor digitorum profundus (FDS) can be identified as the

muscle mainly involved in the exercises.

Shown in Figure 4.8 are another set of images acquired before and after the 10

minute flexion of the third, the fourth and the fifth fingers. Similarly, high signal

intensity in PCr images (Figure 4.8 a) and low signal intensity in proton images as

shown (Figure 4.8 b) at rest. Bony structures were used to orient images. After ten

minutes of flexion, PCr images and proton images are acquired as shown in Figure

4.8 c and Figure 4.8 d. Signal intensity changes: drops in PCr image (Figure 4.8c) and

increases in proton signal (Figure 4.8 d), in a larger region can be observed, which

suggests that more groups of muscle were involved in this exercise than the

previous one. The difference of the images before and after exercises are given in

Figure 4.8 e for PCr images, and Figure 4.8 f for proton weighted images. The images

that give the signal intensity difference before and after exercises are given in Figure

4.8e for PCr images, and Figure 4.8f for proton weighted images, respectively. By

comparing
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Figure 4.7 (previous page) PCr distributions of the forearm (left column) before and

after the flexion of the fourth and the fifth fingers using the RARE imaging

approach, PCr images are compared with T2 weighted proton images before after the

same exercise. Bony structures i.e. Radius and Ulna seen as two low signal areas in

both types of images are used to align the images. Effective TE of 80 ms are used for

the proton image acquisition. a. PCr image b. T2-weighted proton image acquired at

rest. High signal PCr levels and low T2 values are seen in the resting muscle. c. PCr

image d. T2 weighted proton image acquired after 10 minutes of finger flexion. In

the similar area blow the radius, decreased signal intensity in PCr image and

increased signal intensity in proton images are observed. e. the subtraction PCr

image f. the subtraction T2 weighted image before and after exercise. Good

agreements are found in the two types of images. The signal change occurred in the

flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) which is consistent with the physiological study.

PCr images were acquired with 12 ms echo spacing, 5 s TR and 64 signal averages.
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Figure 4.8 (previous page) Similar as Figure 4.7 however this time three fingers are

used in the exercise. PCr distributions of the forearm (left column) before and after

the flexion of the third, the fourth and the fifth fingers are compared with T2

weighted proton images before and after the same exercise. Bony structures are used

to align these two types of images. Effective TE of 80 ms was used for the proton

image acquisition. a. PCr image b. T2-weighted proton image acquired at rest. High

signal PCr levels and low T2 value are seen in the resting muscle. c. PCr image d.

T2 weighted proton image acquired after 10 minutes of finger flexion. In a similar

area, larger than seen in Fig. 4.7, decreased signal intensity in PCr image and

increased signal intensity in proton images are observed. e. the subtraction PCr

image f. the subtraction T2 weighted image before and after exercise. Good

agreements are found in the two types of image. The signal change areas are

identified as two muscle group flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) and flexor

digitorum superficialis(FDS) which is directly related to the third finger. The results

are consistent with the physiological study. PCr images were acquired with 12 ms

echo spacing, 5 s TR and 64 signal averages.
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Figure 4.8e with Fig 4.8a, flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) and flexor digitorum

superficialis (FPS) can be identified as the muscles involved in the exercises.

4.2.4 PCr recovery rate after exercise

Shown in Figure 4.9 are images obtained at rest, during exercise and the

recovery period. A PCr image of a forearm under resting condition is shown in

Figure 4.9b. By comparing with Figure 4.9a, the radial and ulnar bones and the

different muscle groups can be identified. The image acquired during exercise is

shown in Figure 4.9c Large decreases in PCr were observed in the Flexor digitorum

profundus (FDP), superficialis (FDS) and flexor pollicis (FPL) longus area. Shown in

Figure 4.9 d, 4.9f are the images obtained during recovery period immediately

following exercise. Nearly complete PCr recovery was observed.

The FDP and FDS are the two muscles involved most in the finger flexion,

PCr intensities verses time from these two regions are plotted in Figure 4.10 for the

eight volunteers. PCr drop and recovery were observed in all the volunteers but

varied markedly in the two regions.
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Figure 4.9 (in the previous page) The PCr recovery after muscle contraction.

Imaging are acquired as following:

Rest-------> exercise----> Recovery ......
1' image-> 2' image---->3' images.....

no time interval was applied between image acquisitions. Exercise started

immediately after the first image acquisitionwith contractions only between scans

during TR waiting period of the second image acquisition. The third image initiated

after the second image acquisition after the exercise stopped. For this volunteer,

most PCr was recovered in the first image after exercise ( or the 3' image).
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Figure 4.10. Signal intensity vs. time in the FDP and FDS. As FDP and FDS are the

two muscle groups involved most in the finger flexion, signal intensities in these

two area are plotted during rest, exercise and recovery. a. PCr recovery in FDP and b.

PCr recover in FDS. Signal intensities are the average signal intensities of a 2 X 2

pixel2 area chosen from FDP and FDS. PCr recovery rates markedly differ among

volunteers which suggests multiple factors could affect the PCr recovery rates.
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Chapter 5.

Discussion

Our studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using the RARE PCr imaging

to shorten MRI scan time, thus facilitating the study of the physiological processes.

With multi-echo approaches the scan time is shortened by a factor of thirty-two,

providing a better temporal or spatial resolution comparied with conventional

techniques. PCr imaging could also be a very useful technique in the study of

cardiac energetics such as myocardial ischemia, infarction, hypertrophy and brain

metabolism.

5.1 Pi suppression

PCr was recorded with Pi suppression. The CHESS used for Pi suppression

was repeated three times to avoid incomplete suppression due to imperfect 900 pulse

used in CHESS. The magnetization left in longitudinal Mz direction following a RF

pulse is cos(0)Mo, where 0 is the flip angle. Since the time intervals between each

CHESS pulse are short (= 10 ms ) compared to the T2 value of Pi (-200 ms) and T1

relaxation effect is minimal, after three CHESS pulses the longitudinal

magnetization Mz of Pi is (cos(0)) 3M0 . Even in case the flip angle is only 700, Mz of Pi

left in longitudinal direction after the suppression pulse is only 4%. Pi suppression

using CHESS is efficient and effective in multi-echo sequence with centric phase

encoding gradient step ordering, as the 900 excitation pulse follows immediately

after the CHESS pulse when the Mz from Pi is minimal. After the 900 excitation

pulse, the transverse magnetization for Pi will be minimal as multiple 1800

refocusing pulse are followed. Therefore signals from Pi are invisible in the spin-

echoes following the 900 excitation pulse.
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Another approach could be used to suppress Pi alone or used in combination

with CHESS to further improve the Pi suppression in the RARE approach is the

Dixon's method(Higuchi et al, 1992, Dixon 1984, Yamamoto et al, 1986), in which a

proper delay tc=1/ 40c (where oc is the chemical shift difference between Pi and PCr

in Hz) is introduced between the excitation pulse and refocusing pulse of

conventional spin-echo imaging so as to generate a phase shift between the selected

line(PCr) and chemically shifted species(Pi) at the center of the first echo in CPMG

echo train. Because of this phase shift, for the chemically shifted species(Pi) the

applied CPMG sequence becomes actually a CP sequence for Pi resonance with no

self-correction properties for imperfect 1800 pulse leading to enhanced signal decay

and raw k-space data matrix become segmented into blocks alternately multiplied by

±i, leading to signal dispersion following Fourier transformation(Higuchi et al,

1992).

TE used in SE spectrum acquisition is the same as the echo-spacing(= 12 ms)

used in the RARE imaging sequence. Therefore, the SE signals in the spectra

provided an estimation for the amount of PCr and Pi signals in the first echo RARE

acquisitions and gave a general view of image SNR. The first spin echo in the

RARE mode was acquired with the zero phase encoding gradients in centric phase

encoding order and its intensity has dominant effect on overall signal intensity in

the final RARE image.

5.2 CPMG mode determines the optimal number of echoes to be used in the RARE

mode

CPMG images give T2 values at each spatial location. However, for in vivo

studies, especially for humans, acquiring a series of CPMG images could be long and

impractical. CPMG acquired at zero phase encoding offers an estimation of a globe
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T2 value assuming insignificant differences in T2 value among different muscle

fiber type. In the fitting of CPMG image profiles with monoexponential decay

function, errors are present in the early echo. Several factors which could contribute

to those errors including possible short T2 components in PCr, T1 relaxation effect

and imperfect flip angles.

5.3 Reducing motion artifacts

In this study, PCr images are acquired with thirty-two echo RARE sequence

and matrix size of 32 X 32. It therefore resembles an one-shot sequence with less

sensitivity to motion compared to the sequence in which echoes with different

phase encoding steps are acquired from two or more excitations. It is advantageous

in our experiment where exercise is involved and it could be very important in

applying this technique to study the myocardium when both cardiac and respiratory

motions are present.

5.4 Implementation on the clinical system

Although our experiments were performed on 4.7 T system, the Pi and PCr

separation on 1.5 T clinical system (>100 Hz) could allow the implementation of

these studies on a clinical system with relatively lower field strength with relatively

lower SNR.

5.5 Instrumentation: Coil and active shielded gradients

Alderman-grant coil is a linear transmitting/receiving coil. Compared to the

quadrature coil such as Birdcage coil in which magnetic field exists along two

orthogonal axes, the efficiency is lower by 40%. Thus, the imaging time could be

further shortened or SNR could be further improved with quadrature

transmitting/receiving coil.
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Further improvements of these experiments is using proton decoupling

(NOE effect) and shortening the TE. Because of the lack of active shielded gradient,

and the long gradient rise time (>= 400 gs), only thirty two echoes were able to be

acquired following each excitation on our system within a 400 ms T2 envelope

when using TE of 12 ms. If TE can be shortened by a factor of two, resolution or

SNR can be further improved by 40%.

5.6 PCr imaging and T2-weighted proton imaging

On one hand muscle contraction consumes ATP which leads to the

consumption of PCr, this direct effect resulting from metabolic processes can be

observed with PCr imaging.

On the other hand, exercise leads to increased T2 in the muscle involved in

the exercise. People suggested these changes are due to increased blood flow in the

muscles groups involved in the exercises which leads to increased extra cellular free

fluid or water which has higher T2 value than the restricted intracellular fluid

(Fleckenstein et al., 1988, Hinshaw et al., 1979), although the exact mechanism is still

not completely understoodd. This change of free fluid before and after exercise as a

secondary change resulted from exercise can observed with T2-weighted proton

imaging.

5.7 PCr recovery rate

There are three pathways in which ATP is regenerated:

1. Creatine Kinase:

PCr + ADP----> Creatine + ATP.

2. Aerobic Respiration (oxygen-requiring) Processes.

Glucose + Oxygen----> carbon dioxide + water + ATP.

3. Anaerobic Respiration and Lactic Acid Formation.
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The early phase of glucose respiration, also called glycolysis, requires no

oxygen.

The responding time of the first pathway is fast, less than a second, the later

two pathways were slower (on the orders of several minutes or longer) and could

differ between individuals. The first pathway reflected in our PCr image are PCr

depletion during exercises. Due to the nature of the exercise performed in our

experiment, the second path should be the major source of the ATP regeneration

and further PCr regenerated during the recovery period. Aerobic respiration rates

are affected by many factors which include: muscle fiber composition, blood

oxygenation and blood flow volume. Blood oxygenation and blood flow are further

affected by the heart function. These could explain the markedly various PCr-

recovery rate among our volunteer.

In our study, a couple of volunteers had almost complete recovery at the first

image acquired after exercise (Figure 4.10) and a recent NMR spectroscopic study by

Ryschon et al., (1997) also found a recovery rate of about 2 min for foot dorsiflexion

and tibialis anterior and extensor digitorum logus muscles. This findings suggest 5

min and 30 sec temporal resolution could be too long for the study of metabolism in

some cases. Other factors which might affect the image signal intensity and are not

considered is possible T2 change of PCr, possible decreased blood flow because of

long stretching time of the arm during the data acquisition for later images and ATP

drop in the case of excessive exercises. Because of centric phase encoding order, the

effective TE for our image is 12 ms which can minimize the effect of PCr T2

alternation. Decreased blood flow for later image can cause decreased recovery rate

of even decreased PCr level in later images during recovery. Excessive exercises

which causes the ATP drop and long scan time bring error in the estimation of ATP

-ase and ATP resynthesis rate by estimating the PCr drop and PCr recovery rate.
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In summary, our study has demonstrated the feasibility of the RARE approach in

shortening PCr imaging time, and for monitoring muscle metabolism. Further

improvements such as shortening TE, using NOE effect and quadrature coils to

increase imaging efficiency are necessary to increase temporal resolution for

effectively estimating the ATP resynthesis rate during muscle recovery.
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